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5. Mongols in the sultanate
The Mamluk sultanate did not only encounter Mongols in the field of battle or in diplomatic

relations. Quite the contrary: part of the Mamluk armies consisted of Mongol soldiers and mamluks,
and Mongol amirs were part of the ruling elite. They came to the sultanate in various ways, as
imported slaves, but also as war captives and immigrants. In these capacities, they played a
significant role in the realm. Given the longstanding enmity between the sultanate and the

Ilkhanate, and the corresponding images and stereotypes, it is interesting to see how Mongols on
the Mamluk side of the border are represented. In this final chapter, I investigate the images of

Mongols living within the Mamluk sultanate in both written sources and material culture. I will

show that they were mostly considered to be a regular part of the Mamluk elite, although certain

stereotypical ideas on and suspicions against Mongols persisted. The latter were primarily

employed when the social and political contexts of the sultanate made that expedient, underlining

again the importance of these elements in the development and use of images of different groups of
Mongols.

The sultanate relied on its military, and therefore on the import of new slaves, for its

survival: young male slaves were imported, bought by amirs or the sultan, converted to Islam, 1 and

trained as soldiers. They were later manumitted, and could start their careers, during which some
of them climbed up to the position of high-ranking amir or even sultan. 2 While the Ayyubid

sultanate depended on the importation of military slaves from Central Asia and the Caucasus

through Mesopotamian routes, the Mongol conquests to the north and east of Syria hindered these
routes from the 1240s onwards, meaning the Mamluks had to find new slave supply routes.

Consequently, the sea route from the Black Sea area through the Bosporus to Egypt became vital to
the Mamluk sultanate – which required good relations with the Golden Horde, Byzantium, and the

Genoese, who ruled supreme in Black Sea-Mediterranean trade. In the early decades of the Mamluk

sultanate, the Golden Horde territory was the most important source for new military slaves, who
were primarily traded on the Crimean peninsula – one of the reasons why good relations with the

According to Islamic law, Muslims could not be enslaved. In practice, however, slavers and slave-buyers were less
than careful when investigating the religious origins of their slaves. Conversion of slaves was frequently
encouraged and/or forced by both Muslim and Christian slave owners, but a conversion did not in itself command
manumission. See Barker, ‘Egyptian and Italian Merchants’, 18–26, 152–62.
2
For this training period, see for instance Levanoni, A Turning Point, 14–19; Mazor, The Rise and Fall, 20–23, 40–
56.
1
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Golden Horde were so important. 3 The Black Sea area had been an important source for enslaved

people in the Mediterranean from Antiquity onwards and remained so well into early modern

times. 4

The slaves traded through this route were mostly Turkish, but included some Mongols as

well. 5 Those slaves qualified to become mamluks were light-skinned men from lands to the north of

Syria and Egypt. Dark-skinned slaves, from India or Africa, could become household slaves or

eunuchs, for instance, but not mamluks. 6 As discussed in chapter 1, these northern, light-skinned
men were considered to possess exceptional courage and war-skills, making them particularly
suited for the role of military slave in the eyes of their contemporaries in the Islamic world,

including the Mamluk sultanate. In the first Mamluk period, the majority of new mamluks were

imported from the Black Sea area, but in the late eighth/fourteenth century, there was a shift in

Mamluk slave-buying from the Kipchak steppe to Circassians from the Caucasus. 7 Up until then,

however, men from the Kipchak steppe – primarily Turks and, to a lesser extent, Mongols –
dominated the Mamluk ranks.

Scholars are, however, rather in the dark about the exact proportions of the various ethnic

groups in the first Mamluk period. It is not easy to discover the ethnic background of individual
mamluks, as these are infrequently given by the sources, 8 and the vast majority of them bore

Turkish names, which had replaced their original ones. 9 According to Ayalon, even having a nisba of

a certain region does not necessarily indicate that a mamluk actually came from there: the nisba

Reuven Amitai, ‘Diplomacy and the Slave Trade in the Eastern Mediterranean: A Re-Examination of the MamlukByzantine-Genoese Triangle in the Late Thirteenth Century in Light of the Existing Early Correspondence’, Oriente
Moderno 88, no. 2 (2008): 349–68; Andrew Ehrenkreutz, ‘Strategic Implications of the Slave Trade between Genoa
and Mamluk Egypt in the Second Half of the Thirteenth Century’, in The Islamic Middle East, 700-1900: Studies in
Economic and Social History (Princeton: The Darwin Press, Inc., 1981), 336–37, 340–42; Northrup, From Slave to
Sultan, 284–85; Barker, ‘Egyptian and Italian Merchants’, 3–4, 167–68.
4
William McKee Evans, ‘From the Land of Canaan to the Land of Guinea: The Strange Odyssey of the “Sons of
Ham”’, American Historical Review 85, no. 1 (1980): 23–24; Barker, ‘Egyptian and Italian Merchants’, 2.
5
Amitai, ‘Diplomacy and the Slave Trade’, 350–51; Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 120–22.
6
Ayalon, ‘Mamlūkiyyāt’, 324; Rabbat, ‘The Changing Concept’, 82; Barker, ‘Egyptian and Italian Merchants’, 50.
Even when black slaves were exclusively employed as soldiers, as happened the Fatimid era, they were not
referred to as mamluks (Rabbat, ‘The Changing Concept’, 82).
7
For a discussion of the reasons behind this shift, see Barker, ‘Egyptian and Italian Merchants’, 135–36, 182–84,
414. She argues that
8
David Ayalon, ‘Mamlūk: Military Slavery in Egypt and Syria’, in Islam and the Abode of War: Military Slaves and
Islamic Adversaries (Aldershot: Variorum, 1994), 8; Mazor, The Rise and Fall, 36–37. Mazor has conducted a
prosopographical study of some 170 Manṣūriyya mamluks (i.e. the body of mamluks acquired by al-Manṣūr
Qalāwūn). The sources offer information on the ethnic background for thirty of them, most of them the highestranking amirs of that period (39).
9
David Ayalon, ‘Names, Titles and “Nisbas” of the Mamluks’, Israel Oriental Studies 5 (1975): 193–95.
3
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might instead refer to a patron or could even be a nickname. 10 In recent years, some authors have

begun the daunting task of trying to untie this knot. 11 What is clear, in any case, is that men who
were ethnically Mongol (or from tribes closely related to and associated with them, such as the

Mongolic tribe of the Oirats) 12 made up a significant part of the mamluk ranks. This significance, as

Amitai points out, immediately becomes clear in the often quoted statement that Qalawun acquired
some twelve thousand ‘Turkish, Mongol, and other mamluks’, 13 in which their second place after

the Turks indicates their importance (even if it reveals little about the size of this group). 14 Their

significance is also visible in one of the example sales contracts given by al-Asyūṭī, in which he
states: ‘And if the sold is a Turkish mamluk, write “a whole Turkish Mongol mamluk (jamīʿ al-

mamlūk al-turkī al-mughulī), or something else (aw ghayrahu)”.’ 15 Apparently a Mongol mamluk

was a sight common enough for al-Asyūṭī to make an example out of it.

Many Mongols thus ended up in the sultanate as mamluks, traded through Black Sea or

other routes. But there were other ways as well for Mongols to end up in the Mamluk sultanate.
Some arrived as captives from battles between the Mamluks and the Ilkhanate. 16 Ibn Shaddād

relates how Mongol captives on horseback were led through the streets of Cairo by mamluks on 21
Jumāda al-Thāniyya 671 (13 January 1273), on the occasion of sultan Baybars’ return from battle

with the Mongols at the Euphrates. Possibly, this procession included as many as two hundred new
Mongol slaves, as that is the number of captives reportedly taken there. 17 Enslaving captives from

battle opens the distinct possibility of less than unwavering loyalty on the side of the new mamluk.
That this practice was not always without its problems is illustrated by an early case of a Mongol

captive incorporated into the ranks of the royal mamluks by Qutuz. This captive was a youth who
10

Ayalon, 219–23. Various amīrs with the nisba ‘al-Tatarī’ indeed appear in biographical dictionaries, without there
being further indication of their ethnic origins. See for instance Sayf al-Dīn Balbān al-Tatarī (Khalīl ibn Aybak alṢafadī, Aʿyān al-ʿAṣr wa-Aʿwān al-Naṣr, ed. Fuat Sezgin and Māzin Yūsuf ʿAmmāwī, vol. I [Frankfurt am Main:
Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic Science at the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, 1990], 260–61).
11
See Mazor, The Rise and Fall, 36–40, as well as the work by Koby Yosef.
12
The Mongolic-speaking Oirat tribe was originally one of the so-called ‘forest peoples’ with whom the Mongol
tribe had various social ties, and they were incorporated into the Mongol federation under Chinggis Khan. See
Golden, ‘Inner Asia’, 24; Ishayahu Landa, ‘Oirats in the Ilkhanate and the Mamluk Sultanate in the Thirteenth to the
Early Fifteenth Centuries: Two Cases of Assimilation into the Muslim Environment’, Mamlūk Studies Review 19
(2016): 149–50.
13
Nāṣir al-Dīn Muḥammad ibn ʿAbd al-Raḥīm Ibn al-Furāt, Tārīkh Ibn Al-Furāt, ed. Qusṭanṭīn Zurrayk, vol. VIII
(Beirut: Jāmiʿa Bayrūt al-ʾAmīrkiya, n.d.), 97.
14
Ayalon, ‘The Wafidiya’, 103; Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part C1)’, 124; Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 120.
See also Barker, ‘Egyptian and Italian Merchants’, 133.
15
al-Asyūṭī, Jawāhir al-ʿUqūd, I:97. Similarly, he uses a Mongol mamluk in an example on salam (forward buying)
(I:149).
16
Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 120.
17
Ibn Shaddād, Tārīkh, 56–57.
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had come to Cairo with envoys from Hülegü. The latter were promptly executed, but Qutuz ‘spared
a youth from among envoys and included him in a group of his [own] mamluks’. 18 This, however,

did not turn out particularly well for him: during the Battle of ʿAyn Jālūt, the Mongol youth

attempted to shoot his new master, the sultan. Someone near Qutuz managed to intervene just in
time, and killed the youth. 19

Other Mongol captives, however, went on to occupy high positions within the Mamluk

sultanate and played important roles in its history. Apart from the later sultan al-Malik al-ʿĀdil Zayn
al-Dīn Kitbugha (r. 694-6/1294-6), whom I shall discuss extensively below, famous examples are

amirs such as Sayf al-Dīn Sallar al-Manṣūrī and Sayf al-Dīn Qibjaq al-Manṣūrī. Both were captured at
the Battle of Elbistan (Abulustayn) in 675/1277 and went on to hold high positions, with Sallar

rising to the position of nāʾib al-salṭana, effectively ruling the country with his fellow amir Baybars
al-Jashnākīr, as the young sultan al-Nāṣir Muḥammad was still little more than a puppet in his

second reign. 20 Qibjaq al-Manṣūrī, however, at one point did desert to the Ilkhanate. This Mongol

mamluk had defected in order to avoid arrest by Lajin’s viceroy Mengu-Timur – which he quickly

regretted when the sultan and his viceroy were both murdered – and who was part of the Mongol
occupational force of 699/1299-1300. Following the Mongol departure from Damascus, Qibjaq

swiftly changed allegiance to the Mamluk sultanate again, and he appears to have worked with the
Mamluks against the Ilkhanids. 21 This episode is not only framed by al-Ṣafadī in something of a

‘covert operations’-framework rather than analysed in light of Qibjaq’s Mongol background – he

relates an episode in which the sultan Qalawun purportedly predicted his flight based on the

reading of a sheep’s shoulder blade. 22 Amitai came to a similar conclusion in his study of the Mongol
occupation of Damascus. Qibjaq appears to have almost immediately regretted his flight, and in the
long run – despite the fact that he was reunited with his father and brothers and was given the

sister of one of Ghazan’s wives in marriage – Qipjaq’s loyalty to the sultanate predominated. Amitai
rightly poses the question which ‘component or components of these “Mamluk” loyalties were the
most decisive’. In any case, the Mamluks recognised it as such, and (probably taking into account

Taqī al-Dīn Aḥmad ibn ʿAlī al-Maqrīzī, Kitāb al-Sulūk li-Maʿrifat Duwal al-Mulūk, ed. Muḥammad ʿAbd al-Qādir
ʿAṭā, vol. I (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1997), 515–16. On Qutuz and the executed envoys, see Broadbridge,
Kingship and Ideology, 28–30.
19
al-Maqrīzī, Kitāb al-Sulūk, I:516.
20
Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 123–24.
21
Amitai, ‘The Mongol Occupation’. See also Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 132–33.
22
al-Ṣafadī, Aʿyān al-ʿaṣr, 1990, II:344.
18
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that he had fled the sultanate under threat) allowed him to reintegrate, albeit not into the high
position that he used to hold. 23

A third way for a Mongol to end up in the Mamluk sultanate, not as enslaved mamluks but

rather as free soldiers or amirs, was as a member of a wāfidiyya group. 24 During the first Mamluk

era, various groups seeking refuge entered the sultanate. In present-day literature, these refugees
are usually called the wāfidiyya, ‘those coming, arriving in a group’. The term wāfidiyya is used by

some Mamluk-era authors, although other forms of the same root such as wufūd or wāfidūn are

more common. The wāfidiyya groups that came to the sultanate in the eighty or so years following

Baybars’ ascension to the throne had various backgrounds, but among them were groups of

Mongols, both from the Golden Horde and from the Ilkhanate. 25 Most of them were integrated into
the personal troops of the amirs and into the ḥalqa, the Mamluk army corps reserved for nonmamluk soldiers. 26

Slave trade, capture, and seeking refuge were thus the ways in which the Mamluk sultanate

gained its Mongol mamluks, soldiers, and amirs. This was, however, not the only way in which
ethnic Mongols became part of the Mamluk elite. There was frequent intermarriage between

members of the wāfidiyya and their offspring and the Mamluk nobility. 27 Three of Baybars’ wives
were daughters of wāfidī amirs. 28 Similarly, Qalawun took several daughters of wāfidūn as wives,

including the daughter of Sayf al-Dīn Karmun, leader of the 661/1263 wāfidiyya, in 664/1265-6, 29
and Ashlun Khatun, the later mother of al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, who was the daughter of a Mongol

wāfid who had come with Ḥusām al-Din Bijar al-Rūmi in 675/1277. 30 That means that one of the

greatest Mamluk sultans was half-Mongol, on his mother’s side, and he himself married (and later
Amitai, ‘The Mongol Occupation’, 24, 38–39 (quote on p. 38).
Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part C1)’, 126; Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 119–20.
25
For an overview of the wāfidiyya groups coming from Mongol-controlled territory (both Mongols and others) by
year, see Nakamachi Nobutaka, ‘The Rank and Status of Military Refugees in the Mamluk Army: A Reconsideration
of the Wāfidiyah’, Mamlūk Studies Review 10, no. 1 (2006): 57–60. He does not include a final wave of wāfidiyya in
741/1340-1, for which see Ayalon, ‘The Wafidiya’, 101–2.
26
Ayalon, ‘The Wafidiya’, 98–99; Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part C1)’, 134; Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 71.
27
Ayalon, ‘The Wafidiya’, 90. Amitai (‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 135) has pointed to the desirability of a study
into the gender and family aspects of Mamluk politics.
28
They were the daughters of Sayf al-Din Nūkāy al-Tatarī, Sayf al-Din Karay al-Tatarī, and Sayf al-Din Dumājī alTatarī. See Ibn Shaddād, Tārīkh, 233; al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, X:212.
29
Shāfiʿ ibn ʿAlī, Al-Faḍl al-Maʾthūr, 203–7; Baybars al-Manṣūrī, Zubdat al-Fikra, 102.
30
Abū al-Fidāʾ (Al-Mukhtaṣar, IV:30) gives his name as Saktay ibn Qarājīn ibn Janʿan, while Ibn al-Furāt (Tārīkh,
VIII:172) calls him Subkāy ibn Qarājīn ibn Jinkān Noyan. See also Northrup, From Slave to Sultan, 116–18. For other
examples of Mamluk marriages to Mongol brides, see for instance Shihāb al-Dīn Aḥmad Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, AlDurar al-Kāmina fī Aʿyān al-Miʾa al-Thāmina, ed. Muḥammad Sayyid Jād al-Ḥaqq, vol. I (Cairo: Dār al-Kutub alḤadītha, 1966), 370.
23
24
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divorced) the Chinggisid princess Tulunbay. The same was the case for some of the awlād al-nās,

the free offspring of the amirs.

There was thus a significant Mongol presence in the upper ranks of the Mamluk sultanate in

its first period. New Mongol mamluks came into the country on a regular basis, and some of them
rose to great heights. 31 Under al-Manṣūr Lajin, for instance, Sallar was the ustadār, Qipjaq al-

Manṣūrī was viceroy in Syria, and al-Ḥājj Bahadur held the function of ḥājib (chamberlain). 32 For alNāṣir’s Muḥammad’s third reign, Sayf al-Dīn Aytamish al-Nāṣirī comes to mind, who played an

important role as envoy to the Ilkhanate, 33 as well as Qusun and Bashtak, who were the two most
powerful amirs at the time of al-Nāṣir’s death. 34 Due to constraints of time and space, I have not
studied the individual prominent Mongol amirs in depth, such as Sallar or Qibjaq. A thorough

investigation of their tarjamas in the various biographical dictionaries, as well as their appearances
in other sources, in comparison with those of amirs of non-Mongol descent in similar positions,
would make for a valuable addition to this research. But it would appear from the material

concerning them that I have come across that their image in the Mamluk sultanate agrees with my

analysis that a Mongol background of members of the Mamluk elite was not necessarily considered

to be problematic. In a very recent contribution to the scholarly field, which I could unfortunately

not fully engage with in this study due to time constraints, Koby Yosef argued differently,

contending that Mongols within the Mamluk sultanate were widely considered to be treacherous,

disloyal and untrustworthy. 35 His argument, which focuses on Mongol wāfidiyya and war captives,

is based in part on different source material, and he and I come to different conclusions with regard

to the image Mongols within the Mamluk sultanate had.

Although, as I argue in this chapter, Mamluk Mongols did not necessarily have a poor image

in the sultanate, political circumstances could trigger the use of negative stereotypes of the Mongols
and make matters of ethnicity a topic of debate. In this final chapter, I investigate the way Mongol
Mamluks were perceived by means of three case studies. First, I will look into the way authors

portray several Mongol wāfidiyya groups. One of these groups, the Oirat wāfidiyya of 695/1296, is

closely connected to the Mongol Mamluk sultan Kitbugha. He is the object of my second case study. I
Amitai (‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’) offered a few brief biographies of Mongol Mamluks in high places.
Rukn al-Dīn Baybars al-Manṣūrī, Kitāb al-Tuḥfa al-Mulūkiyya fī al-Dawla al-Turkiyya, ed. ʿAbd al-Ḥamīd Ṣāliḥ
Ḥamdān (Cairo: Dār al-Miṣriyya al-Lubnāniyya, 1987), 148–49; Mazor, The Rise and Fall, 38.
33
Little, ‘Notes on Aitamiš’; Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 124–25.
34
J. Van Steenbergen, ‘The Amir Qawṣūn, Statesman or Courtier? (720-741 AH/1320-1341 AD)’, in Egypt and Syria
in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, ed. U. Vermeulen and J. Van Steenbergen, vol. III (Leuven: Uitgeverij
Peeters, 2001), 460–63.
35
Yosef, ‘Cross-Boundary Hatred’.
31
32
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argue that the reports on the wāfidiyya and those on Kitbugha and his reign show that their ethnic

backgrounds per se need not be an issue. Problems instead arose due to jinsiyya – favouritism based

on ethnicity shown by Kitbugha to the Oirats – and the Oirat refusal to convert to Islam, in addition

to the factionalism in which some members of the elite considered Kitbugha a usurper to the throne
which should be al-Nāṣir Muḥammad’s by right. In this context, authors could dig up and use

existing Mongol stereotypes, but the political and social circumstances were more important in this
regard than ethnic background itself. This is illustrated by my third and final case study of the

famous Mamluk basin commonly known as the Baptistère de Saint Louis and its ‘little brother’, the

so-called Vasselot Bowl. I will argue that these objects depict the Mamluk military and courtly elite,

including Mongol mamluks, showing the wealth and strength of the ethnically mixed ruling class.

The wāfidiyya Mongols
The largest groups of wāfidiyya Mongols arrived in Egypt during the reigns of Baybars and al-Malik
al-ʿĀdil Kitbugha. Over the years, some smaller groups of wāfids arrived as well, such as an Oirat

called al-Shaykh ʿAlī, who had converted to Islam and came to Egypt in 681/1282-3 (during the

reign of al-Malik al-Manṣūr Qalawun), with a group of Mongols, 36 as well as two groups of Mongols
during the second and third reigns of al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, in 704/1304 and 717/1317

respectively. 37 In this section I will focus on the large groups of Mongols entering the sultanate

under Baybars and Kitbugha, since they received the most attention in contemporary sources. The

first one of those arrived in 660/1262, three groups followed shortly thereafter in 661/1263

(sources frequently describe them as one group). 38 These were all from the Golden Horde. The last
large group reached the sultanate in 695/1296, consisting of Oirats, a tribe closely related to the

Mongols, from the Ilkhanate. I will discuss the groups from 660/1262 and 661/1263 together – as
they arrived shortly after each other and sources frequently discuss them together, especially the
latter three from 661/1263 39 – and the Oirats of 695/1296 separately.

Baybars al-Manṣūrī, Zubdat al-Fikra, 217. Other brief mentions of smaller groups of wāfids are for instance a
group of some two hundred horsemen with their families arriving in 704/1304 (Shihāb al-Dīn Aḥmad ibn ʿAbd alWahhāb al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-Arab fī Funūn al-Adab, ed. Ibrahim Shams al-Dīn, vol. XXXII [Beirut: Dār al-Kutub alʿIlmiyya, 2004], 61) and the commander Tati with some hundred horsemen and their houses in 717/1317 (alNuwayrī, XXXII:195). For a complete list of wāfidiyyas to the Mamluk sultans (including non-Mongol ones), see
Nakamachi, ‘Rank and Status’, 57–60.
37
Ayalon, ‘The Wafidiya’, 101; Nakamachi, ‘Rank and Status’, 59; al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-Arab, 2004, 32:61, 195.
38
Nakamachi, ‘Rank and Status’, 60.
39
See for instance Ibn Shaddād (Tārīkh, 337–38), who lists the wāfidiyya Mongols who came to the sultanate
under Baybars’ reign together in larger section entitled ‘On those who came to him [Baybars]’. See also
Nakamachi, ‘Rank and Status’, 56–57.
36
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Why did these Mongols come to the Mamluk sultanate? Ayalon appears to link the relatively

large influx of Mongol wāfidūn during the reigns of Baybars and Kitbugha to their supposed

admiration and resulting generous reception of the Mongols and their shared ethnic background,

respectively. 40 Nakamachi Nobutaka disagrees with these elements of Ayalon’s analysis of the

Mongol wāfidiyya, and rightly argues that attention must be paid to the internal situation in the

Mongol khanates, the ‘push factors’, rather than solely focusing on the possible ‘pull factor’ of the

Mamluk sultanate. 41 Although some also mention pull factors, 42 the external factors are in fact the
causes primarily cited by contemporary authors as explanations for the Mongol immigration.

The position of wāfidiyya Mongols and their ability to rise to high ranks has similarly been a

matter of debate. Ayalon argued that the military status of these wāfidiyya was relatively low, with

few chances for promotion, due to their arrival to the sultanate as free soldiers rather than as
slaves. Unlike the Mongol mamluks, he argued, the wāfidiyya Mongols hardly rose above the

position of amir of ṭablkhāna, also known as amir of forty. 43 In a detailed article on the placement of
ordinary wāfidiyya soldiers and the careers of their commanders, Nakamachi argues that their

status was considerably higher than Ayalon claims. At least in the early Mamluk period, he states,

the dichotomy between mamluks and free soldiers was not as significant as Ayalon argued, and was
consequently not a major deciding factor in the position of the wāfidiyyūn. 44 Amitai responded to
Nakamachi, arguing that while it is likely that the division between the Mamluk elite and the

wāfidiyya was not as clear-cut as has been assumed, the immigrants were never part of the circles
where the true power lay. 45 As Amitai’s arguments show, career opportunities for the wāfidiyyūn

indeed appear to have been limited. Moreover, as in the case of the royal mamluks, the wāfidiyya’s
Ayalon, ‘The Wafidiya’, 34; David Ayalon, ‘Wāfidiyya’, in Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, ed. P. Bearman
et al. (Brill Online, 2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_7813.
41
Nakamachi, ‘Rank and Status’, 55–56, 61–62.
42
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position was dependent on their personal relationship with the sultan who took them in 46 – the

potential for problems in this dependence becomes very clear in the case of the Oirat wāfidiyya and
their relationship with Kitbugha, which I shall discuss below.

These scholarly debates have mostly focused on the earlier waves of Mongol immigrants,

paying relatively little attention to the Oirat group of 695/1296. This changed recently with a study

of the Oirat wāfidiyya conducted by Ishayahu Landa in the context of his broader research into the

Oirat tribe. Researching the way in which the Oirats assimilated into both the Mamluk sultanate and

the Ilkhanate, he looks at both the Oirats in the Mamluk capital and those settled on the Syrian

coast, showing how the Oirats were recognisable as a group for some time, but mostly assimilated
into the host society relatively quicky, a process in which their (eventual) conversion to Islam
played a key role. In his analysis, he makes occasional mention of the Oirats’ reputation in the

sultanate, particularly of their beauty, as well as recognising the generally perceived problem that
they, initially, were non-Muslims. 47 Some other scholars have also briefly remarked on the Oirats’
generally poor reputation, 48 but an elaborate analysis has not been carried out. Remarks on the
image of the wāfidiyyūn of the 660s/1260s are rare. Here, I will investigate and compare the

reputations of the first wave of Mongol wāfidiyya and the Oirats, and explore the motivations
behind the narratives on them, in order to determine what images of these immigrants were
current and why. I will argue that the representation of these respective groups is primarily

determined by social and political circumstances, with religion also playing an role – mechanisms
similar to those seen in chapter 4 with regard to the Ilkhanids and the Golden Horde.

The first wave of Mongol wāfidiyyas

Baybars’ panegyrical biographer Muḥyī al-Dīn ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir relates how, in 660/1262, word

came from the governor of Damascus that scouts had come across a group of Mongols making their
way to Cairo. They were troops from the Golden Horde, sent to Hülegü by Berke Khan as

reinforcements. When conflict broke out between the Ilkhanate and the Golden Horde, 49 Berke

ordered his troops to return to him, but if that proved to be impossible, to go to Egypt instead.

Consequently, some two hundred troops, led by Saraghan Agha, and their families came to Cairo.

There the sultan welcomed them on Saturday 26 Dhū al-Ḥijja (11 November 1262), according to
Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir under great popular interest, and bestowed robes of honour, horses, and other
Nakamachi, ‘Rank and Status’, 75–76.
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48
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gifts on them. The crowds of people who came out to see them, reports Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir, as well as
the number of soldiers that they say, ‘overwhelmed the minds [of the wāfidūn]’. A great banquet
was held in the neighbourhood of Al-Lūq, which was also the area where the authorities settled

them. The sultan gave amirates to the Mongol leaders, and placed the ordinary soldiers who were

not assigned to their original commander with his Baḥrī regiment and among his own mamluks. 50
There is relatively little information on this first group of Mongol wāfidūn, with the

exception of Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir, who speaks of them quite elaborately. His account is followed – in

more brevity – by al-Nuwayrī. 51 Another independent tradition on the provenance of these Mongols
exists, based on Abū Shāma’s account. He briefly mentions the arrival of the same group in

Damascus, but states that they were from among Hülegü’s troops, who had fled and scattered after
Berke defeated Hülegü, with this specific group seeking refuge in Syria. The text then turns to the

details of the conflict between Berke and Hülegü. 52 This version of events is followed by Mufaḍḍal

ibn Alī al-Faḍāʾil 53 and Ibn al-Dawādārī, 54 among others. Given his high position at the Mamluk

court, the abundance of detail, and the following embassy to Berke, Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s account is

most likely to contain the better informed background story, especially given Abū Shāma’s apparent
distance from the source of at least part of his information. 55

In Dhū al-Qaʿda 661 (September 1263), letters arrived from Syria, reporting the approach of

another group of some 1300 Mongol riders. The sultan rode out to meet them, and on seeing him,

Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir reports, the Mongols dismounted and kissed the ground. Two more groups soon

followed, the first of which was headed by Karmun Agha. Like those before them, they were given a

Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir, Al-Rawḍ al-Zāhir, 135–38, 180. Al-Nuwayrī (Nihāyat al-Arab, XXX:90) has based his report on
Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s text. For the amirates and placement of the wāfidūn, see also Ibn Shaddād, Tārīkh, 337–38;
Nakamachi, ‘Rank and Status’, 62–68; Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 128; Broadbridge, ‘Mamluk Legitimacy’,
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51
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des Sultans Mamlouks'), ed. E. Blochet, in Patrologia Orientalis, ed. R. Graffin and F. Nau, vol. XII (Paris: FirminDidot, 1919), 442–43.
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warm welcome and were granted amirates, robes of honour, and other gifts. 56 ‘Then’, Ibn ʿAbd al-

Ẓāhir writes, ‘the sultan suggested Islam to them and they became Muslims by his noble hand and
they were all circumcised.’ 57

In Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s biography of Baybars, the wāfidiyya Mongols function primarily as a

vehicle for praise lavished on Baybars, especially in his account on those arriving in 661/1263. He

relates that the Mongols kissed the ground in front of Baybars, and then continues with rhetoric on

how Baybars is elevated above other kings, and describes wāfidūn praising the sultan’s

generosity. 58 His focus on praising Baybars by means of the wāfidiyya Mongols is also visible in Ibn
ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s assertion that the first group to arrive was overwhelmed by the number of people
and soldiers who came out to see them. The existence of so many troops and the presence of so

many of his subjects clearly reflects positively on Baybars. Additionally, it is possible that Ibn ʿAbd
al-Ẓāhir intends to insinuate here that the Mongols are somewhat provincial, but that cannot be
concluded with certainty based on just this one sentence.

In addition to these two phrases, it is especially the poetry Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir composed that

serves a laudatory function. Following his report of the first group of 661/1263, after relating how

the wāfidiyya Mongols saw the heads of Kitbugha Noyan and other Mongols fallen in Syria put up on

the city walls, he includes a poetic tribute to Baybars that contains the following verses:

There were heads of the fallen on the battlements / and [other] heads prostrating in the
dust
When the Tatars arrived in robes of honour you gave them / all of them were [your]
protégés and slaves
They saw the heads of those from them on the wall / impaled on lances, swaying
Those had resisted, while these submitted / this – this is good fortune 59

In similar vein, to the report of the arrivals of the second and third groups of this year he added the

lines:

Oh owner of the world / who has brought righteousness to the peoples
You who has with justice / obliterated the tyranny among us
You to whom the Tatars / are driven as booty, like sheep

Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir, Al-Rawḍ al-Zāhir, 177–81; al-Yūnīnī, Dhayl, I:534; Baybars al-Manṣūrī, Zubdat al-Fikra, 84;
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57
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They feared your swords, which will / drive them towards vengeance
All of them came to your door / seeking shelter there, as a sanctuary
They felt safe there from what they feared / of calamities and illness
They took Your Honour as protection / and kissed the dust your horses [trod upon]
They offer their right hand for guidance / while for a long time it was coloured by blood
You gave them the share / that is for those whose hearts have been reconciled
Oh King of the Ages, may you always / have kings among your servants! 60

These poems clearly aim to praise Baybars: as befits a good ruler, he is resolute against his

enemies but merciful to those who submit to him. In doing so, however, the verses offer some

insight into the way Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir regarded the Mongols – both the wāfidiyya and in general – as

they are used as a vehicle for his praise. Baybars is depicted as dominating over them, both as

vanquished enemies and as shepherded dependents. The Mongols are presented as a ferocious

people, against whom vengeance is required, whose hands were covered in blood, and who are
powerful enough to be considered as ‘kings among [Baybars’] servants’.

The above statements reflect on both the Mongols in general and those of the wāfidiyya

groups in particular. A number of remarks made by Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir and others, pertain solely to
the immigrant Mongols. Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir declares that the wāfidiyya ‘remained in good favour’. 61

Moreover, they are presented as good Muslims. Some of the Mongols present in the Middle East at

this time had already converted to Islam, 62 but whether the first Mongol wāfidiyya group were

Muslims already or converted upon arrival to the sultanate is not entirely clear. Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir

writes that ‘their Islam was (or: became) good (ḥasuna islām jamīʿihim)’. 63 Al-Nuwayrī, who based

himself on Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s text, is more explicit: ‘They converted to Islam and their Islam was

good (aslamū wa ḥasuna islāmuhum)’. 64 This is one of the few, if not the sole, judgements uttered by
al-Nuwayrī with regard to this group. This may simply reflect his copying from Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir,
but given that he both rephrased and elaborated on the statement in question while drastically

summarising Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s text and cutting out other elements reflecting on the Mongols, it
may well be the case that this perception of the wāfidiyya Mongols was still current when he

Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir, 180–81. This poem is quoted by Baybars al-Manṣūrī, Zubdat al-Fikra, 85.
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62
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composed his encyclopaedia some six decades later (between 714-31/1314-30). 65 The other

wāfidiyya groups of 661/1263 similarly converted to Islam and were circumcised. 66 The Mamluk

sultanate thus ended up with a few thousand Muslim Mongols in its service.

Nonetheless, Baybars was somewhat apprehensive of another wave of immigration, when

both a group of Mongols and a group of Turks and people from Baghdad, led by Jalāl al-Dīn ibn al-

Duwaydār, were making their way to the sultanate in 662/1264. Baybars supposedly told his amirs

that ‘in these [people], coming in large numbers from all directions, there is something suspicious’,

and that they should prepare for the eventuality of battle. 67 This may have been because they came
from the Ilkhanate and Jalāl al-Dīn was initially allied to Hülegü, 68 rather than being Golden Horde

troops, or an expression of general unease about more immigrating Mongols. After all, the Mongols
were considered to be fierce and violent. It turned out, however, that Jalāl al-Dīn had himself come

into conflict with Hülegü, and he was hospitably received. 69 Little more is said about the Mongols,

but they too appear to have been well received. 70 Regarding Jalāl al-Dīn, Baybars’ initial suspicions

eventually proved justified, as he was arrested in 665/1267 on charges of espionage. 71 The Mongols
however, are not mentioned. Presumably, like their predecessors, they had been incorporated into

various parts of the Mamluk armies, and were not involved in the espionage.

Not much is said by Mamluk-era authors on these first waves of Mongol immigrants as a

group. Occasionally, however, they make mention of one of their members. 72 Those instances, too,

support this picture of integration. Sayf al-Dīn Karmun Agha, for instance, is mentioned in Shāfiʿ ibn

ʿAlī’s account of Qalawun’s marriage to one of Karmun’s three daughters. He is described as brave,

the most powerful and most beautiful among the Mongols (tatār) whom he led, who had come to

Baybars with a bright and smiling face, who made him one of his most important amirs of ṭablkhāna
and gave him ‘good things’, as befit his station. 73 He died on 3 Dhū al-Qaʿda 664 (6 August 1266) in
Damascus, 74 after his return from the conquest of Safed, which had surrendered in Shawwāl (July)
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of that year. The sultan witnessed his funeral procession, and he was buried at the edge of Mīdān al-

Ḥaṣṣā. 75 This Mongol individual, leader of the third Mongol wāfidiyya to enter the sultanate, was
apparently well integrated into the Mamluk military apparatus and elite.

In Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s work, and to a certain extent elsewhere, the first wave of immigrant

Mongols is presented as belonging to a ferocious people, but submissive to Baybars. Ibn ʿAbd al-

Ẓāhir thus uses them in the service of furthering Baybars’ glory. Moreover, he describes them as

good Muslims. Elsewhere they received relatively little attention, but those sources, too, refer to

them as good Muslims. The authorities incorporated the immigrant Mongols into various military
regiments, and their leaders joined the Mamluk elite – although likely in its lower ranks 76 – as

amirs. They were integrated into the Mamluk apparatus, and presumably rapidly came to form an
everyday part of the rank and file of the Mamluk armies, which is how they mostly appear in the
sources.

The Oirats

Mamluk-era authors regarded the Oirat wāfidiyya as significantly more problematic than the groups

arriving in the 660s/1260s. During the reign of the Mongol Mamluk sultan Kitbugha, in the year

695/1296, a group of Oirat Mongols (al-ūyrātiyya) headed towards Syria. Their leader Turaghay

(Türaqai) 77 became embroiled in the then-volatile Ilkhanid political situation, and ended up on the
wrong side of Ghazan, the new ilkhan. He and his followers crossed the Euphrates into Syria, and

the officials there informed Kitbugha of their approach, and the sultan sent the amirs ʿAlam al-Dīn

Sanjar al-Dawādārī, Shams al-Dīn Sunqur al-Aʿsar, and Shams al-Dīn Qara Sunqur al-Manṣūrī out
consecutively in order to meet them. 78 According to various historians, there were some ten
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thousand 79 or eighteen thousand 80 households, consisting of men, women, children, and livestock.

On 23 Rabīʾ al-Awwal 695 (30 January 1296), Sunqur al-Aʿsar arrived in Damascus with the Oirat

leaders and elders, some 113 men, including their commanders Turaghay, Ulus, and Kuktay. 81 They
were fêted by the viceroy in Damascus, put up in the Ablāq Palace, and received gifts of money.

After a week or two, Qara Sunqur al-Manṣūrī and the Oirat leaders set out for Egypt, while Sanjar alDawādārī remained with the rest of the Oirats. The sultan ordered him to settle the Oirats on the
Syrian coast, so they set out towards the coast where they eventually settled in the area of Atlit.

When they passed Damascus they camped at Al-Marj, and none of them were allowed into the city.
Instead, the marketers were ordered to go out to them in order to trade with them there. 82 This

procedure was repeated at all stops along the way. 83

Once they arrived in Egypt, the sultan Kitbugha treated the Oirats very well – an approach

that would prove to be the start of problems and tensions. They received honorary robes, amirates

for their leaders, iqtāʿs (land allocation), and other gifts. 84 They were settled in the neighbourhood
of Al-Ḥusayniyya. 85 As Landa has pointed out, Kitbugha’s treatment of the Oirats led to discontent

among the amirs. 86 Their complaints are reflected in al-Nuwayrī’s report that Kitbugha

‘exaggerated in bestowing honours on them (bāligha fī ikrāmihim)’. Moreover, he made them amirs

‘even though they were infidels (wa-hum ʿalā dīn al-kufra)’. 87 Similarly, Baybars al-Manṣūrī

criticises Kitbugha for moving too quickly in conferring amirates upon the Oirat leaders, stating that
it would have been right to promote them step by step, acting slowly until they converted to Islam,
at which point those who deserved it could be raised to the amirate. 88 I will discuss the perceived
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reasons for Kitbugha’s favouritism below, but first I will look into the ways the Oirats in Cairo are
portrayed by Mamluk-era authors.

First, the sources regard the Oirat heathenness as a major issue. Not only were non-Muslims

not supposed to be granted amirates, as al-Nuwayrī pointed out, the Oirats also did not fast during

Ramaḍān and ate in public. 89 Additionally, al-Nuwayrī reports that rather than slaughtering their

horses by slitting their throats, in the Islamic way, they would tie them up and hit them in the face

until they died, and then ate the meat. 90 The Cairene author al-Yūsufī (d. 759/1357-8), whose work
Al-Nuzhat al-Nāẓir fī Sīrat al-Malik al-Nāṣir (A Spectator’s Stroll Through the Life of al-Malik al-

Nāṣir) was quoted extensively by al-ʿAynī, 91 gives some information on the Oirat wāfidiyya that is

not found in other sources of the same time period. He relates that some amirs spoke to Kitbugha
about the necessity of the Oirats’ conversion. The sultan reportedly discussed the issue with

Turaghay, but he had no interest in converting, and Kitbugha ordered the amirs to be patient and

not to bother the Oirats about it. 92

Second, their preferential treatment by Kitbugha had, according to their contemporaries,

gone to the new Mongol amirs’ heads. They relate how they started to sit at the Bāb al-Qulla 93

among the senior amirs – which was evidently not their place, as amirs of ṭablkhāna or less – and

did so ‘while they were in a dense group of Tatars (wa-hum bi-kithāfat al-tatār) and [had] the

rudeness of infidels. They did not know the customs of ādab [roughly: etiquette], nor did they find

the correct way.’ 94 According to al-Yūsufī and al-Maqrīzī – the latter likely basing himself on the
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former – they had bad morals, were unfriendly, and ‘filthy souls’. 95 These authors thus presented
the Oirats as arrogant, barbaric, and hateful.

Third, there was a certain level of suspicion surrounding the Oirats, and it can be deduced

from various sources that they were regarded as untrustworthy. That the lower-ranking Oirats

were not allowed to go into any of the cities they passed while crossing Syria on their way to the

coast suggests this. However, this may well have been part of standard procedure with large

immigrant groups of the sort, seeing as the same measures were taken during the settlement of the
Khwārazmian wāfidiyya several decades earlier. 96 The Oirat elite in Cairo, emerges from the

sources, was also widely mistrusted. Al-ʿAynī, possibly basing himself on al-Yūsufī, relates that one
day Kitbugha was drinking qumiz, fermented mare’s milk, with the Oirats. In that conversation,

which some other amirs overheard, the Oirats are reported to have said that they came to Egypt

planning to rule it, that they had not expected to encounter a strong army, and that if they could,
they would return to the Ilkhanate. According to al-Yūsufī, reports of this conversation reached

Lajin and Qara Sunqur, and it was one of the reasons that they agreed to depose Kitbugha. When

Lajin himself became sultan, he and the amirs agreed to arrest the Oirat commander Turaghay and
other leaders. They were sent to Alexandria, where most of them were apparently killed, but Ulus

was eventually released and came back to Cairo. The other Oirats were divided over several amirs
and other leaders, while others were sent to Syria. 97 A number of them was also killed during
Lajin’s reign. 98

After Lajin’s murder, when al-Nāṣir Muḥammad had returned to the throne for what would

prove to be his second reign out of three, the remaining Oirats were reportedly jealous of the

privileged position of the Burjiyya mamluks and longed for the days under Kitbugha, who had given

them all sorts of good things. Conspiring with one of the sultan’s mamluks, Buraltay (or Burantay)

al-ʿĀdilī, they planned to kill Sallar (who was of Oirat ethnicity himself) 99 and Baybars al-Jashnākīr,
to return Kitbugha to the throne, and to take revenge for the Oirat amirs who had been killed. The

Oirat commander Ulus was one of the leaders. They attacked while the army was at Tal al-ʿAjūl on
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its way to Syria – the Ilkhanid Mongols were moving to attack – in 699/1299. The plot failed, and
the Oirat leaders and Buraltay were executed and the others were imprisoned. 100

As Ayalon already noted, the Oirats appear in the sources a few more times. 101 One of these

instances again shows an Oirat reputation for plots and untrustworthiness. In Dhū al-Ḥijja 709

(May 1310), al-Maqrīzī reports, the Oirats were banned from serving al-Nāṣir Muḥammad. The
Oirats apparently first served amirs, but ‘plotted against their masters and left for the sultan in

Karak’, where he was staying during the reign of Baybars al-Jashnākīr. After al-Nāṣir’s return to the

throne, the Oirats served him and ‘stood above the sultanic mamluks’. Those mamluks took offence,
and they incited the sultan against them. The arguments they apparently used revolved around the
Oirats ‘having plotted against their masters’, i.e. being untrustworthy, ‘and that there was no good
in them’. The sultan eventually banned them from his service. 102

The Oirats in the Mamluk sultanate clearly had a decidedly poor image. However, the

sources do mention at least one good quality the Oirats supposedly possessed: their looks. Scholars
have frequently remarked that the Mamluk-era authors considered the Oirats to be extraordinarily

beautiful. 103 Al-Nuwayrī (copied by Ibn al-Furāt) states that they were ‘among the most beautiful

people’, and that soldiers and others married Oirat girls. 104 This stereotype is still present in

significantly later authors, such as al-Maqrīzī. 105

Even this complimentary stereotype, however, was not without complications: the Oirat

reputation for beauty is closely connected to another aspect of Oirat-Mamluk relations that several
sources refer to. Apparently, due to their beauty, Oirat children were popular objects of

(homoerotic) pederasty. According to al-Maqrīzī, ‘the amirs were tempted by them and they fought

over their children, male and female’, even importing more Oirat children from Syria. 106 Although
sexual relations between young boys and adult men were certainly not unheard of in the military
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circles of the Mamluk sultanate, and most definitely did exist before the arrival of the Oirats, this

sexual reputation of the Oirats is noteworthy. 107 More curious, however, is the accusation levelled

at the Oirats in the history of Ibn al-Dawādārī.

Ibn al-Dawādārī relates that al-Nāṣir Muḥammad had sent the amir Ḥusām al-Dīn Azdamur

al-Mujīrī to Ghazan as a messenger in 701/1301. In his account of al-Mujīrī’s conversation with the
ilkhan – reportedly as told to Ibn al-Dawādārī’s father in the author’s presence – he includes the

following dialogue:

[Ghazan] was not disquieted by anything from me, but by one statement. That was when he
asked me: ‘How could your amirs leave women and use youths [instead]?’ He meant by that
the beardless. (…) I said: ‘May God protect the khan! Our situation is that we did not know
anything about that [in the past], but this came newly into existence in our land when
Turaghay came to us from you. He brought in youths from the children of the Tatars and the
people (al-nās) were distracted by them from the women.’ When he heard that answer that
was painful for him and it enraged him. 108

According to this anecdote, the Oirats not only had a reputation for being exceedingly beautiful,

they were also held responsible for the introduction of homoerotic pederasty into the Mamluk

sultanate. As Landa points out, behaviour that Islamic law condemned was hereby blamed on the
immigrants. 109

The Oirats eventually did convert to Islam, 110 but even in al-Maqrīzī’s time, they were

apparently regarded as malicious, violent, prone to gangsterism, and courageous – or rather, ‘they

are still described’ as such (wa-mā bariḥū yūṣifūna), in al-Maqrīzī’s sceptical phrase. 111 The sources
show that the primary problems that the Oirats’ contemporaries – both members of the military

elite and historians – see in them, are their heathenness and Kitbugha’s favouritism towards them,
on account of which they supposedly grew arrogant and which caused competition and conflict

with other groups and factions in the Mamluk elite. That favouritism, according to the Mamluk-era

authors, was based on ethnic solidarity (jinsiyya) between the Oirat Mongol sultan Kitbugha and the

wāfidiyya Oirats and eventually (partly) caused the ousting of Kitbugha, which I will discuss in more
Landa, ‘Oirats’, 188–89.
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detail below. 112 Additionally, they were seen as untrustworthy by the Mamluk military elite and

although they were considered to be extremely handsome, that had the downside of causing a

perceived strong correlation between the Oirats and pederasty.

The Oirats are thus depicted as heathens, and untrustworthy. While both accusations are

clearly related to specific historical experiences contemporaries they had in encounters with them,

the Mamluk-era authors placed a strong emphasis on it. Al-Nuwayrī’s description of the Oirat way

of slaughter, contrasting it to the Islamic way, is reminiscent of Mamluk-era authors’ treatment of
the Yasa and its supposed regulations. That Oirat unbelief is strongly linked to their Mongol

background is also evident in al-Jazarī’s report that there was quite some excitement in Damascus
on account of the Oirat approach, ‘because the enemies of the faith are coming to the faith of God
and his prophet’. 113 As well as the reports of unbelief, the Oirats’ reported untrustworthiness

similarly resonates with the stock of stereotypical images of the Mongols. Al-Maqrīzī’s statement
that the Oirats are ‘still described’ as violent and courageous also reflects the way in which these

authors, and possibly wider Mamluk society, attributed stereotypical images of the Mongols to this

specific group. Lastly, the stereotype of being uncivilised is also levelled at them. They do not
behave according to etiquette and have bad morals.

This image of the Oirats stands in sharp contrast to that of the earlier Mongol wāfidiyya of

the early 660s/1260s. Although the sources present the first group as belonging to the ferocious

Mongols (at least in Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir’s work), they are mostly said to be good Muslims. The relative
silence of the sources, as well as the occasional mention that does appear, points to a fairly rapid

and successful integration into the Mamluk military apparatus. How different is the discourse on
the Oirats! The question is how this divergence can be explained. And as in the case of the vastly

different representations of the Ilkhanid Mongols and the Golden Horde, respectively, the answer

lies for the most part in the political circumstances in which the authors composed their narratives.
To that point it is noteworthy that the Oirats are consistently called ‘Oirats’. Authors noted

that the Oirats are a Mongol tribe, but they tend to call them ‘Oirats’ rather than ‘Mongols’. This is

indicative of two things. First, the accusations against and images of the Oirats remain restricted to
this group; authors do not extend them to other Mongol Mamluks. Second, it reflects the political
reality that they remained active as a group for longer – even when they were split up among
various amirs and regiments – than the members of the first Mongol wāfidiyya wave, 114 as is
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evidenced by the fact that they pop up occasionally in the sources for a longer period of time. They

generally appear to have been less integrated than the earlier wāfidiyya Mongols. Some individuals
from among the Oirats, however, did have successful careers in the Mamluk sultanate, such as the
amir Qararnah. 115 That at least some of the Oirat group activity consisted of plotting fed into the

existing stereotype of Mongol untrustworthiness, and this image of them was used by sultanic

mamluks in their own interests in their successful attempt to remove Oirats from the circles around
al-Nāṣir Muḥammad.

Oirat unbelief was an issue that was in part political as well. Al-Jazarī’s report shows that

the Oirat conversion to Islam was expected. 116 In the Mamluk sultanate, people expected the Oirats,
seeing as they were Mongols, to be pagan. But they were also supposed to easily and readily

convert, as their predecessors had done. While their unbelief is definitely connected to their Mongol
background, in the case of the Oirats it is primarily the continued infidelity itself that causes

trouble, rather than the Mongol aspect. And the presence of such a group of pagans in the upper

circles of the Mamluk sultanate was a problem, as is evident in Baybars al-Manṣūrī’s criticism of

Kitbugha for promoting the Oirats too quickly. Rather, he should have waited with amirates until
they had converted to Islam. 117 Apart from the general desirability of having infidels convert to
Islam, these Mamluk-era authors must have been well aware of the potential difficulties the

existence of non-Muslim amirs could pose for a sultan and sultanate whose ideology revolved

around the idea that they served as protectors of Islam. The final, and possibly biggest, political

trouble that the Oirats were involved in, however, was their relationship with the sultan Kitbugha.

His treatment of them, which is widely described as being preferential and emanating from feelings
of jinsiyya, ethnic solidarity, posed a threat to the interests of other parties and was therefore seen

as a major problem. I will delve deeper into this issue in my discussion of Kitbugha’s sultanate
below.

While the wāfidiyya Mongols from the 660s/1260s were considered to be members of a

fierce ethnic group, they became Muslims upon their arrival to the Mamluk sultanate, and overall
rapidly integrated into the (lower ranks) of the Mamluk military elite. As a group, they disappear
swiftly from the sources, 118 rendering it likely that they formed an everyday part of the Mamluk
armies and were also considered as such. The Oirat wāfidiyya, on the other hand, received
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spectacularly bad press in the Mamluk sources. The vices of which they are accused, such as

infidelity, barbarity, untrustworthiness, and violence go back to images of the Mongols that had
been developed in the preceding decades, as discussed in chapter 4. Apparently, when other

political actors felt threatened by the Oirats and the privileged treatment they received, they took
recourse to these stock images in response to these political circumstances. The accusation of

causing pederasty and does not appear to necessarily be linked to their Mongol heritage, but more
to their general bad name on account of their own behaviour and their elevated position, which
went against all customs, in a politically volatile period.

Al-Malik al-ʿĀdil Zayn al-Dīn Kitbugha – a Mongol Mamluk sultan
While wāfidiyya amirs seldom rose above the position of amir of ṭablkhāna, another Mongol

Mamluk rose to the sultanate in 694/1294: al-Malik al-ʿĀdil Zayn al-Dīn Kitbugha. He came to the

throne from his position as a very powerful amir, but as was the case with many Mamluk sultans,

his beginnings were decidedly humbler. He was a Mongol soldier captured at the first Battle of

Homs (5 Muḥarram 659/11 December 1260), still a youth, around the time his puberty set in. 119 He

became a mamluk of Qalawun, when he was still an amir. After Kitbugha was manumitted, Qalawun

elevated him to the amirate, and he eventually reached the position of amir of one thousand.

Kitbugha was thus one of the Manṣūrī amirs. After the death of Qalawun, his son al-Ashraf Khalīl (r.

689-93/1290-3) took the throne, and Kitbugha grew increasingly powerful during his reign. 120

Amir Mazor examined the Manṣūrī regiment in detail, paying elaborate attention to Kitbugha’s rise

to power. 121 I will give a brief overview of events here, focusing on the events relevant to the image

of Kitbugha and his reign that was developed.

Al-Ashraf Khalīl ruled for just a few years, as he was killed during a hunt in mid-Muḥarram

693 (December 1293) by a coalition of Manṣūrī amirs led by a Mongol amir named Badr al-Dīn

Baydara. Baydara was named the new sultan. However, a group of other amirs and mamluks

headed by Ḥusām al-Dīn Lajin al-Rūmī Ustadār and Kitbugha went to avenge al-Ashraf Khalīl, which
led to a battle in the days following the murder. 122 Many on Baydara’s side speedily defected to
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Kitbugha’s group, leaving the former with few allies. Baydara and his remaining troops initially

managed to flee, but Kitbugha and his soldiers caught up with him and killed him in the same way

he had killed al-Ashraf Khalīl, while the remainder of his coalition scattered. Sanjar al-Shujāʿī had
remained in Cairo as al-Ashraf Khalīl’s deputy, and he now stopped Kitbugha’s coalition from

crossing to the eastern side of the Nile, forcing them first to negotiate about a new sultan. They

agreed to crown Qalawun’s young son: the first reign of al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, then nine years old.

Kitbugha was to be viceroy, al-Shujāʿī vizier, Lajin al-Rūmī atabek, and Baybars al-Jashnākīr

ustadār. 123

Al-Nāṣir Muḥammad may have been sultan, but he was only a boy and the real power lay

with the viceroy Kitbugha and his vizier al-Shujāʿī. 124 In the words of Ibn al-Furāt: ‘Al-Malik al-Nāṣir
ruled only in name.’ 125 Tensions arose between Kitbugha and al-Shujāʿī, when the latter wished to

rule independently and secretly planned to arrest Kitbugha. His plans, however, were betrayed by

two of his men, Qunghur and his son Jawurshi. 126 According to al-Jazarī, the amir Sayf al-Dīn

Qunghur al-Tatarī, when he came from the ‘Tatar (tatar) lands’ during the reign of Baybars, had

been given a good iqṭāʿ by the sultan. He had been blessed with twelve sons, all of them extremely

good, the most beautiful of people in looks, and the most perfect in character. Six of them were in

the service of al-Ashraf Khalīl, five in that of al-Shujāʿī, and one was still too young. Qunghur had a

high position with al-Shujāʿī, and was privy to the matters of the state because of his sons.

Prompted to do so by feelings of jinsiyya (ḥamalathu al-jinsiyya), ethnic solidarity, he went to tell

Kitbugha about the plot against him. 127 Kitbugha informed the amirs supporting him, and they went
to the citadel, where al-Shujāʿī was. After a seven-day siege of the citadel, during which many of his
followers abandoned him, al-Shujāʿī surrendered and was killed on his way to prison. With the
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demise of al-Shujāʿī, Kitbugha was now the sole regent for al-Nāṣir Muḥammad. All this happened in

Ṣafar 693 (January 1294). 128

During ʿĪd al-Fiṭr of that year (25 August 1294), two members of the group who had killed

al-Ashraf, Lajin al-Ṣaghīr and Qara Sunqur, came out of hiding. At Kitbugha’s prompting, they were
pardoned by the young sultan and restored to their former positions. This, combined with the fact

that Kitbugha had divided them up, led to a revolt of the Ashrafiyya mamluks. The revolt was struck
down rapidly, and Kitbugha oversaw the beheading of some of them, while others were crucified or
had one or more body parts cut off. This event led to Kitbugha declaring himself sultan and

removing the puppet al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, who was confined to some rooms in the citadel with his
mother. Kitbugha took the throne in the first half of Muḥarram 694 (November/December 1294)
and adopted the title al-Malik al-ʿAdil. 129 Kitbugha thus came to power in a context of factional

struggle and by deposing the boy sultan al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, who was felt by many to be the

rightful ruler – a factor that would influence the description of his reign. Moreover, once sultan,

Kitbugha was rapidly confronted with a major crisis. The granaries had been emptied under al-

Ashraf Khalīl, 130 and in 693, 694 and 695 the Nile fell short, causing a massive rise in prices, to the

extent that an irdabb 131 of grain in Cairo cost 180 dirhams (or thereabouts) at one point in 695 (up
from 25, according to al-Jazarī). The resulting famine and the related epidemics claimed tens of

thousands of lives. Kitbugha divided the poor among the amirs and soldiers to feed. 132 The situation
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in Syria was similarly dire: the rains failed to materialise, and prices rose drastically, as they did in
the Hijāz. 133

When the Oirats arrived, Kitbugha made some politically disastrous moves. First, he rushed

the bestowal of amirates on the Oirat commanders. By not demanding that they first convert to
Islam, he made himself and his position very vulnerable. 134 Even Abū al-Fidāʾ, in his otherwise

rather brief report on the Oirat immigration, mentions that Kitbugha ‘advanced [the Oirats] over

others’. 135 Baybars al-Manṣūrī states that, when the amirs saw how Kitbugha favoured these Oirats,
contrary to the rules, and gave them precedence, they loathed his actions. This, Baybars writes, in

combination with the resulting arrogance of the Oirats and Kitbugha’s usurpation of the sultanate,
made the amirs angry with him. 136 The reason Kitbugha favoured the Oirats, according to many

authors, is ethnic solidarity. Ibn al-Dawādārī writes that when Kitbugha ordered amirs to go meet

the Oirats in Syria, he did so ‘because he felt sympathy [towards them] because of his ethnicity (fainnahu ḥanna bi-jinsihi), because he was Oirat, and these people were his tribe and his people’. 137
Similarly, Baybars al-Manṣūrī puts it down to Kitbugha’s ‘character and ethnic solidarity

(jinsiyyatihi)’. 138 Kitbugha’s preferential treatment of the Oirats, those of his own ethnicity, was one

of the two primary reasons for his deposition, according to contemporary authors. 139

Additionally, Kitbugha’s personal mamluks are described by both Baybars al-Manṣūrī and

al-Yūsufī as being greedy and arrogant. 140 They isolated Kitbugha from other amirs, monopolising

any advisory roles. Kitbugha, moreover, did not realise he had to bring an end to this behaviour.

This led to a further increase of rancour towards the sultan. 141 According to Baybars,

The hatred against him in their hearts was undeniable and the hearts shunned him because
of these matters, and these deeds were added to what happened to the population [in terms
of famine]. So they regarded his face as and his appearance as an evil omen, and they knew
the danger in his negligence, and they grieved for the time of al-Nāṣir and his days, which
were good ones. 142
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Kitbugha’s position grew weaker and weaker.

On 17 Shawwāl (or 15) 695 (18/16 Aug 1296), Kitbugha set out for Syria, visiting parts of

the Mamluk territory and meeting with his officials (and replacing some of them) in Damascus. 143

Lajin, viceroy of Egypt, was with him. He stayed in Syria until Muḥarram of the next year, when he
embarked on the return to Egypt. On this journey, a number of highly placed amirs, among whom
were Lajin and Badr al-Dīn Baysari, conspired to depose Kitbugha. They killed two of Kitbugha’s

mamluks, and Kitbugha fled to Damascus with a handful of his mamluks. Lajin was declared sultan,
taking on the title ‘al-Manṣūr’. In Damascus, Kitbugha recognised the end of his sultanship fairly

quickly when his amirs in Damascus swore to Lajin one by one. Kitbugha then submitted to Lajin,

stating ‘He is my khushdāsh’, 144 and he was appointed to the citadel of Salkhad (Ṣarkhad), for which

he left on 19 Rabīʿ al-Awwal 696 (15 January 1297). 145 He would continue to play a small role the
sultanate from there, and eventually died on 10 Dhū al-Ḥijja (26 Jul 1303). 146

Kitbugha’s rise to power meant that, between 694/1294 and 696/1296, Egypt and Syria

were ruled by a Mongol Mamluk – one who had even fought for the Ilkhanids against the Mamluk
Al-ʿAynī quotes al-Yūsufī’s report that the people of Damascus initially refused to come out to decorate the city
and celebrate Kitbugha’s arrival, and had to be ordered to do so by the vicegerent and governor of Damascus (alʿAynī, ʿIqd al-Jumān, III:307). It is hard to verify this statement, but to my knowledge, none of the other chroniclers
report it – even those who are very critical of Kitbugha, such as Baybars al-Manṣūrī – and, as mentioned above,
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forces in 658/1260. The Mamluk-era authors were well aware of his Mongol background, as is

evident from their discussion of the position of the Oirats during Kitbugha’s reign, as I shall discuss
below. The matter also surfaces in a fascinating anecdote. The sultan Kitbugha had an infamous

namesake in the Mongol commander Kitbugha Noyan, who arrived in Syria with Hülegü’s troops,

and who was killed at ʿAyn Jālūt. This parallel did not go unnoticed by contemporary Muslim

writers, and various sources relate a story using this coincidence in order to explain Kitbugha’s rise
to the throne as an event that was predicted by the Ilkhanids themselves and decreed by God.

According to the story, when Hülegü and his troops arrived in Syria and he was planning to

conquer Egypt as well, he asked Naṣīr al-Dīn Ṭūsī, the famous astrologer and polymath, to write

down the names of all his commanders and to deduce who among them would rule over Egypt. 147

According to one version of the story, that of Ibn al-Dawādārī, another diviner, ‘al-bakhshī’, 148 had

informed Hülegü that he would not be the one to rule Egypt. 149 Ṭūsī did as he was asked, and came

to the conclusion that the only name among them to rule over Egypt was ‘Kitbugha’. It so happened,

the story relates, that Hülegü had an in-law called Kitbugha Noyan, whom he then made

commander over the army that was later defeated at ʿAyn Jālūt. But Kitbugha Noyan fell during that
battle, and thus never ruled Egypt, while a youth from among his troops, also called Kitbugha, was
captured. Al-Jazarī states that they failed to calculate when exactly a king named Kitbugha would
rule, al-Nuwayrī writes that God postponed the kingship of this name – in any case, it would take

another thirty-five years for a Kitbugha to rule over Egypt. 150 Both al-Jazarī and Ibn al-Dawādārī
praise God for making the Kitbugha ruling Egypt ‘one of the kings of Islam’. While Ibn al-Jazarī
leaves it at that, Ibn al-Dawādārī adds a telling little sentence here, stating that: ‘The name

[Kitbugha] ruled, but he was of the Islamic kings, even though he was a Mongol (wa-in kāna kāna

(sic) min al-tatār). God had honoured him with Islam, God be praised.’ 151 Whether Ibn al-Dawādārī

meant a perceived incompatibility of Islam and Mongols as pertaining to the 690s/1290s or his own

time, several decades later, is not immediately clear, but it definitely reveals traces of a discourse in
which Mongols are typically considered not to be Muslim.
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Biographical dictonaries and some other sources give descriptions of Kitbugha, both

physical and of his character. He is reported to have been of brown (or, even, ‘very brown’) skin, 152

with small eyes, 153 and little facial hair, just a small beard under his chin, 154 having a delicate

voice, 155 with a thick neck, 156 and of short 157 or medium height. 158 He is reported to have been

known for his faith and piety, 159 being a good Muslim (ḥasan al-islām). 160 He was courageous, 161
humble, 162 with a good character, 163 calm, 164 noble, 165 kind to the population, 166 and just. 167 Ibn

Kathīr mentions that ‘he was among the best of kings, and the most just, and the most pious’. 168

‘Nothing was heard about him but good things,’ summarised Baybars al-Manṣūrī, when discussing
Kitbugha’s life after his reign had come to an end. 169 However, according to al-ʿUmarī, he did lack
opinion and determination. 170 This may well be a reference to the accusation that his mamluks

having the upper hand over him, as mentioned above.

Yet while the biographers generally speak well of Kitbugha’s individual character, his reign

regularly receives poorer treatment, especially by authors who supported al-Nāṣir Muḥammad,

whom he dethroned. The political context again played an important role. Ibn al-Dawādārī, an

advocate of al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, whom he calls ‘the brightly shining star’, referred to the usurpers
Kitbugha and al-Muẓaffar Baybars as ‘the deceited’ and ‘the humiliated tyrant’, respectively. 171 His
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aversion to Kitbugha is also visible in the line of poetry he quotes when relating Kitbugha’s

enthronement, playing on his royal title ‘al-ʿĀdil’ when he writes: ‘The unjust is called the just (al-

ʿādil).’ 172 He chastises Kitbugha for taking something, namely the rule, that belongs to a family,

namely that of Qalawun, saying that fate is ridiculing him for ‘embellishing himself with something

preposterous’. 173 And while Baybars al-Manṣūrī recalls Kitbugha’s generosity and good reputation,
he, also a staunch supporter of al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, 174 clearly has similar thoughts about

Kitbugha’s elevation to the sultanate. He wrote that ‘Satan made it look good to those mamluks and

youths around Kitbugha to make him sultan’. 175 These feelings were apparently shared by al-Nāṣir
Muḥammad himself, who – according to al-Ṣafadī – hated him, and stated that he would not lightly

forget the man who shipped him off to Karak, and ‘grabbed his pearl earring from his ear and put it
in his own pocket’. 176 At least for some authors, Kitbugha had a severe legitimacy problem and that

– despite his generally appreciated character traits – affected his treatment in the sources.

Kitbugha had a number of problems as sultan. There was the bad luck of a devastating

famine during his reign, which as Mazor has stated ‘brought about severe demoralization’ among

his subjects and affected the press his sultanate received. 177 There was also the matter of his shaky
legitimacy due to his usurpation. His advancement of his own mamluks, and their greed, was also

an issue according to contemporaries. What is presented as his largest fault, however, was his
favouritism towards the Oirat wāfidiyya. This favouritism is largely blamed on jinsiyya, ethnic

solidarity, by the sources. Ibn al-Dawādārī, for instance, states that Kitbugha ‘felt sympathy for

them, because of his ethnicity (jins), for he was Oirat, and they were his tribe and his people’. 178
It is difficult to determine the true extent of the influence of a common ethnic origin on

loyalties between mamluks, amirs, and sultans. On the one hand, as discussed in the Introduction,
ethnicity was considered a relevant factor in the Mamluk sultanate. However, both Mazor and

Amitai have argued against overstressing the importance of ethnic solidarity within the elite of the
Mamluk sultanate. Many close friendships crossed ethnic boundaries while many animosities

played out between members of the same ethnic group (e.g. Kitbugha and Baydara), in matters of
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loyalty other aspects – khushdāshiyya, loyalty to patron and sultan, and Islam – played a much more

important role. 179 That jinsiyya played at least some role in the Mamluk sultanate is also evident in
Qunghur al-Tatarī’s warning to Kitbugha, revealing al-Shujāʿī’s plot against him. 180 Yet, as both

Mazor and Amitai emphasise: the ethnic solidarity between Kitbugha and the Oirats appears to be

fairly unique, in any case in its extent. 181 The rarity of such an important role played by jinsiyya in

politics may actually be part of the reason why it bothered other political actors so much.

The years 694-6/1294-6 were eventful, filled with a dramatic famine and political tensions.

The trauma of those years is unmistakable in al-Yūsufī’s quotation of the following lines by Shams
al-Dīn ibn Dāniyāl:

Lord, relieve us of the torture / for we have been ruined in the Mongol land
To us came the Mongols and the high prices, so we cried out / and we were cooked in the
Mongol lands. 182

Ibn Dāniyāl’s verses reflect the general unfavourable opinion the public in the Mamluk sultanate
had of the Mongols. The Oirat wāfidiyya, the Mongols who came, and the Mongol Mamluk sultan,

who turned the sultanate into ‘Mongol lands’ – add an economic crisis to the mix and the disaster is

complete. Kitbugha’s reputation as a sultan thus suffered from a combination of ecological

calamities and political problems, with the Oirats playing a significant role in the latter. Yet, a close

reading of the sources shows that the problem with the reign of Kitbugha and the Oirat wāfidiyya

Mazor, The Rise and Fall, 166–70; Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 131–37. A similar argument is made by
Willem Flinterman (‘The Cult of Qalāwūn’, 49) in his discussion of the upper Mamluk strata during the reign of
Qalawun. As also noted in the Introduction, this is still a topic of scholarly discusison, with some historians arguing
that jinsiyya did play an important role in solidarity relations. For this position, see Yosef, ‘Dawlat al-atrāk’. He
briefly discusses the Kitbugha’s reign, as well as those of the other sultans between the three reigns of al-Nāṣir
Muḥammad (395–97). While the notion of jins, as he shows, was at times employed in the sources when criticising
those ‘usurpers’, I would argue Yosef does not sufficiently take into account the political circumstances (i.e. alNāṣir Muḥammad’s return to the throne and his dynastic policies, as well as the authors’ relation with him). See
also Flinterman’s argument, who draws attention to the fact that the Qalawunids do not appear to have been
particularly concerned about any ‘purity’ of ethnic lineage (57-59).
180
Mazor, The Rise and Fall, 167–68. Mazor mentions a few other examples of conflicts in which ethnic affinity
played a (possible) role.
181
Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 130–31; Mazor, The Rise and Fall, 168–70. Mazor includes an interesting
quotation from Ibn Taghribirdi, who remarked on Qalawun that one of his virtues was that he ‘never preferred
anyone due to his affiliation to a certain ethnic origin but he preferred only those in whom he discerned
excellency’. ‘This remarkable note’, Mazor states ‘clearly testifies that discrimination on ethnic grounds, which
probably did exist to a certain extent in the Mamluk sultanate, was considered immoral conduct and also politically
(and militarily) unwise’ (35).
182
al-ʿAynī, ʿIqd al-Jumān, III:306. These lines are also quoted by al-Maqrīzī, Khiṭaṭ, II:413. Cf. Yosef, ‘Dawlat alatrāk’, 395–96.
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problem is not their jins in itself, i.e. their Mongolness. Rather, it is Kitbugha’s jinsiyya towards

them, the ethnic solidarity, that makes in part for his poor reputation as a ruler. The Oirat

reputation, too, suffered because of this show of jinsiyya. They constituted a threat to other political
players and factions in the upper Mamluk echelon. And while it was the jinsiyya rather than the jins
that was the primary problem, their opponents had access to a stock of anti-Mongol images to
which they gladly made recourse in addressing the problem.

Mongol Mamluks in art – the Baptistère de Saint Louis and the Vasselot Bowl

Mongol Mamluks do not only appear in texts from the Mamluk period, but also in visual art. In the

early Mamluk period figurative art was quite widespread, 183 and in some cases it depicted Mamluk

amirs. During the reign of al-Ashraf Khalīl, for example, paintings of all the amirs could be found in
the īwān al-ashrafī, depicting them with their rank (emblem) above their heads. 184 Among these,

Mongol amirs must have been included, but unfortunately, none of those paintings has survived.

Fortunately, there is at least one alternative source for depictions of Mongol mamluks: metalwork,
specifically two pieces by the craftsman Muḥammad ibn al-Zayn known as the Baptistère de Saint

Louis (fig. 5.1) and Vasselot Bowl (fig. 5.2), both of which can be found in the Louvre today. Some of

the men depicted on these objects have a distinct physiognomy, with wider faces and slanted eyes,
that strike the modern eye as a stereotypical depiction of Mongolic people. 185 Judging by the

physical descriptions of the Mongols as an ethnic group, with their ‘big chests and heads, thin lower
[limbs], narrow eyes, and big backsides’ according to Ibn al-Nafīs, 186 it would appear that the

basin’s contemporaries would have had the same association. It was not an uncommon idea in the
Mamluk sultanate that Mongol ancestry could be seen in someone’s facial characteristics. The

Mongol amir Aytamish was described as such by al-Yūsufī, who wrote that it ‘showed from his face

when he was a youth that he was Tatar’. 187

In this section I will argue that these two objects depict the Mamluk khāṣṣakiyya and other

scenes depicting the Mamluk elite. The khāṣṣakiyya was an elite group of freedmen (former

Nasser Rabbat, ‘In Search of a Triumphant Image: The Experimental Quality of Early Mamluk Art’, in The Arts of
the Mamluks in Egypt and Syria - Evolution and Impact, ed. Doris Behrens-Abouseif (Goettingen: V&R unipress;
Bonn University Press, 2012), 23.
184
Ibn al-Dawādārī, Kanz al-Durar, VIII:345.
185
All those depicted on the basin are men, there are no women among them.
186
Meyerhof and Schacht, Theologus Autodidactus, ٤٢. See chapter 1. See also the descriptions of Chinggis Khan
and Hülegü as quoted in chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
187
From al-Yūsufī’s Nuzhat, quoted by Little, ‘Notes on Aitamiš’, 391. Al-ʿAynī wrote something similar, likely based
on al-Yūsufī’s text, namely that ‘he was of pure Mongol stock (min khāliṣ jins al-mughul) and his face indicated his
ethnicity (jinsihi)’ (quoted by Little, 391).
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mamluks) who formed the sultan’s retinue, which consisted of various specific posts, and from

among whom most of the amirs were promoted. 188 In these scenes, Mongol members of the

khāṣṣakiyya and amirs are depicted among their Turkic and Caucasian/Anatolian colleagues. The

bowl and basin represent the sovereignty of the Mamluk sultan and the strength of the sultanate,
and in doing so presents an ethnically mixed corps forming one, strong group at the head of the

realm. The men of Mongol provenance are depicted with all the characteristics of any khawāṣṣ or

otherwise high-ranking position, showing their integration in the Mamluk ranks. These depictions

thus confirm the image of Mongols in the Mamluk sultanate as by and large well-integrated, as seen
in the textual sources.

As one of the absolute masterpieces of a tradition, in conjunction with the mystery

surrounding its production and appearance in France, the Baptistère de Saint Louis has been the
topic of ample scholarly discussion, although many questions remain unanswered. While earlier

scholars considered the Baptistère to have been made for a Mamluk patron, 189 the latest theories,
especially those by Rachel Ward, J.M. Rogers, and Sophie Makariou, 190 have focused on a Latin

Christian European influence on and/or intended audience for the basin. As I argue that the basin

and bowl had a Mamluk patron – possibly al-Nāṣir Muḥammad – and communicated a legitimating

message in the Mamluk sultanate, I will address why I consider a Mamluk patron more likely than a

European one. I will therefore first briefly describe the Baptistère and the Vasselot Bowl, then argue
for a Mamluk patron rather than a European, and finally analyse the imagery depicted on the
metalworks and its message(s) in the context of the Mamluk sultanate.

David Ayalon, ‘Studies on the Structure of the Mamluk Army - I’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies 15, no. 2 (1953): 213–16.
189
E.g. D.S. Rice, Le Baptistère de Saint Louis (Paris: Les Éditions du Chêne, 1951); Doris Behrens-Abouseif, ‘The
Baptistère de Saint Louis: A Reinterpretation’, Islamic Art 3 (1989): 3–13. While Rice’s monograph was widely
praised, scholars and reviewers did question his argument for the patronage and depiction of the Mamluk amir
Sallar, pointing out that Sallar not only supposedly had a short beard – which the figure Rice intends most certainly
does not – but that he was, moreover, of Mongol descent, which the amir Rice identified as Sallar is also not. See
L.A. Mayer, ‘Review of Le Baptistère de Saint Louis by D.S. Rice’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies 15, no. 3 (1953): 616. Behrens-Abouseif (‘The Baptistère’, 4) and Makariou (Le Baptistère, 17–18) both
point to Sallar’s short beard as well. Sallar’s beard (or lack thereof) was even ridiculed in a popular song mocking
the sultan al-Malik al-Muẓaffar Baybars al-Jāshnakīr and his viceroy Sallar and endorsing al-Nāṣir Muḥammad: ‘Our
sultan is only partly firm / While his viceroy is beardless’ (Shoshan, Popular Culture, 53). Behrens-Abouseif
suggested Baybars as patron.
190
Rachel Ward, ‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis” - A Mamluk Basin Made for Export to Europe’, in Islam and the
Italian Renaissance, ed. Charles Burnett and Anna Contadini (London: The Warburg Institute, School of Advanced
Study, University of London, 1999), 113–23; J.M. Rogers, ‘Court Workshops under the Bahri Mamluks’, in The Arts
of the Mamluks in Egypt and Syria - Evolution and Impact, ed. Doris Behrens-Abouseif (Goettingen: V&R unipress;
Bonn University Press, 2012), 247–65; Sophie Makariou, Le Baptistère de Saint Louis (Paris: Somogy Éditions d’art,
2012).
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Figure 5.1. The Baptistère de Saint Louis. Photo: Musée du Louvre, www.louvre.fr/oeuvre-notices/bassin-ditbaptistere-de-saint-louis.

Figure 5.2. Vasselot Bowl, Musée du Louvre. Photo: author.
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The Baptistère and the Vasselot Bowl: description and context

The art of the early Mamluk period is especially famous for its splendid metalwork, 191 and the

Baptistère de Saint Louis is easily its most famous and intricate example. It is unclear how the

Baptistère ended up in France, although it likely got there before 1440. 192 The name derives from

its use as a baptismal font for royal children, as mentioned by Piganiol de la Force, who first

described the basin as part of the treasure of the Sainte-Chapelle of the Château de Vincennes in

1742. 193 Moreover, the canonised Louis IX (r. 1226-70) never had anything to do with the basin. 194
It is a large brass basin inlaid with silver and gold (height: 24,4 cm; diameter: 50,4 cm) and it is

copiously decorated: there are friezes with extraordinarily detailed depictions of various animals,

plants, and geometrical patterns, and an impressive number of intricate figurative scenes depicting
members of the Mamluk elite. These are found both on the inside of the basin and on the outer
central band and the roundels that interrupt it.

Such basins were made in Ayyubid times as well, and were intended for ceremonial hand-

washing (ablution) and usually came with a matching ewer. 195 They were frequently commissioned
by Mamluk sultans and amirs, and often had the names and titles of patrons inscribed on them. 196

Compositions and motifs from the Ayyubid period were also continued into Mamluk era metalwork,

Esin Atıl, Art of the Mamluks. Renaissance of Islam (Washington DC: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1981), 50.
Makariou, Le Baptistère, 8. Rice (Le Baptistere, 9) points out that the Baptistère is not listed in the inventory of
the property of Charles V (r. 1364-1380).
193
Piganiol De la Force, Description de Paris, de Versailles, de Marly, de Meudon, de S. Cloud, de Fontainebleau [...],
vol. 8 (Theodore Legras, 1742), 43. In 1779, Hurtaut and Magny (Dictionnaire Historique de La Ville de Paris et de
Ses Environs [...], vol. 4 [Paris: Moutard, 1772], 835) wrote that it was still in use as a baptismal font. Adrien de
Longpérier’s article testifies to its continued use for baptisms into the nineteenth century, reporting that it was
used in 1821 for the baptism of Henri d’Artois, duke of Bordeaux, and in 1856 for that of Prince Impérial NapoléonEugène. For this last baptism, the basin was actually taken out of the Louvre Museum, as it had been included in
the collection in 1832, although it had already been kept at the Louvre for some time in earlier years (Makariou, Le
Baptistère, 8).
194
It is not clear where the association with Saint Louis/Louix IX comes from. By 1791 it was evidently commonly
known as such: Millin reports that it is known as the ‘Baptistère de Saint Louis’, using the name to support his idea
that it was brought to France after crusading activity by Louis IX. According to De la Force (Description de Paris,
VIII:43), the basin was used during the baptism of king Louis XIII (r. 1610-43). Already in 1866, Adrien de Longpérier
(‘Analyse de Trois Communications faites à l’Académie des Inscriptions [Vase Oriental du Musée du Louvre connu
sous le Nom de Baptistère de Saint Louis]’, Revue Archéologique 14 [1866]: 309) stated that the lack of any serious
tradition regarding the matter, one must ‘logically conclude’ (on doit logiquement conclure) that it did not serve as
a baptismal font for Louis IX.
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Sheila Blair and Jonathan Bloom, The Art and Architecture of Islam, 1250-1800 (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1995), 99; Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 52. A Fatimid example of this style also exists (Albert Gayet, L’art copte :
école d’Alexandrie, architecture monastique, sculpture, peinture, art somptuaire [Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1902], 289;
Luitgard Mols, ‘Arabic Titles, Well-Wishes and a Female Saint: A Mamluk Basin in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam’, in
Metalwork and Material Culture in the Islamic World. Art, Craft and Text. Essays Presented to James W. Allan, ed.
Venetia Porter and Mariam Rosser-Owen [London: IB Tauris, 2012], 202).
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until the second quarter of the eighth/fourteenth century.
These included courtly images of warriors, hunters, and
dancers; real and imaginary animals; and personified

planets and zodiac constellations. 197 The techniques for

inlaying brass with silver and gold were imported to Syria

and Egypt in the seventh/thirteenth century, coming from
Mosul, 198 although they probably were originally

developed in East Iran. 199 Muḥammad ibn al-Zayn signed

Figure 5.3. Principal signature of Muḥammad
ibn al-Zayn (detail). Photo: author.

the Baptistère multiple times: one principal signature

under the rim and five smaller ones within the imagery
(fig. 5.3). It is not the only surviving work by his hand:

apart from the Vasselot Bowl, another piece likely made by
him, as suggested by Jonathan M. Bloom, is the so- called
Mayer Basin. Parallels between the Baptistère and the

Mayer Basin abound, but as the latter unfortunately lacks
any inlay, a study of facial features and their meaning is
not possible. 200

Figure 5.4. Rider (ES) stabbing a bear (detail).
Photo: author.

Rice, Le Baptistere, 5–6; Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 50; Almut von Gladiß, Glanz und Substanz. Metallarbeiten in
der Sammlung des Museums für islamische Kunst (8. bis 17. Jahrhundert) (Berlin: Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin,
2012), 99.
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Rachel Ward, ‘Brass, Gold and Silver from Mamluk Egypt: Metal Vessels Made for Sultan Al-Nāṣir Muḥammad. A
Memoria l Lecture for Mark Zebrowski’, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 14, no. 1 (2004): 59; von Gladiß, Glanz
und Substanz, 98. Atıl (Art of the Mamluks, 51) points to the continued use of the nisba ‘al-Mawṣilī’ by
metalworkers after the slump in artistic activity in Mosul, and suggests it might indicate a notion of being a
member of an elite group of artisans. On inlay techniques used in the medieval Islamic world, see Rachel Ward,
Islamic Metalwork (London: The Trustees of the British Museum, 1993), 72–74.
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Douglas Barrett, Islamic Metalwork in the British Museum (London: The Trustees of the British Museum, 1949),
ix; Anna Ballian, ‘Three Medieval Islamic Brasses and the Mosul Tradition of Inlaid Metalwork’, Mouseio Mpenaki,
2009, 114.
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Jonathan M. Bloom, ‘A Mamluk Basin in the L.A. Mayer Memorial Institute’, Islamic Art: An Annual Dedicated to
the Art and Culture of the Muslim World 2 (1987): 16–18. Makariou (Le Baptistère, 14–15) has also pointed to the
many similarities between the two basins. Although no two scenes or characters are exactly the same – the details
are all different – they are doubtlessly from the same milieu, if not from the same workshop. Mehmet Aga-Oglu
(‘Ein Prachtspiegel im Topkapu Sarayi Museum’, Pantheon: Monatsschrift für Freunde und Sammler der Kunst 3,
no. 2 [1930]: 454–57) suggested that a spectacular mirror in the Topkapı Saray Museum was produced by
Muḥammad ibn al-Zayn, but Rice (‘Blazons’, 370–73) has argued against this. Another work signed by one
Muḥammad ibn al-Zayn is an iron grille in the madrasa of Majd al-Dīn Isʿardī in Jerusalem, of which J.W. Allan
(‘Muhammad Ibn Al-Zain: Craftsman in Cups, Thrones and Window Grilles?’, Levant. The Journal of the Council for
British Research in the Levant 28 [1996]: 199–208) has suggested it might be the work of the same man.
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The Bapistère’s outside shows several dozen men involved in various scenes, depicted in

great detail and with truly spectacular skill. There are four roundels with horsemen, three of which

are hunting while the fourth is holding a polo stick (fig. 5.4). In between the roundels there are four
oblong scenes, depicting men on foot holding various attributes, ranging from weaponry such as
swords, bows, and maces, to hunting animals and prey, to cups and plates – the attributes of the

khāṣṣakiyya. These panels and roundels are enclosed by the friezes, decorated with animals and

smaller roundels. These smaller roundels have blazons on them, identified by David Storm Rice, in
his pioneering 1951 monograph, as a lion rampant and a tamgha. 201 At a later stage, however,

fleurs-des-lys were etched over them. 202 The background is lavishly decorated with what Rice has

called ‘the “emancipated” background scroll’, 203 vegetation and animal life. In my analysis, I will
make use of Rice’s schematic division of the Baptistère into cardinal directions (fig. 5.5).

Figure 5.5. Rice's diagram of the Baptistère (Le Baptistere, 13). For reference, the horserider in fig. 4, also depicted in front
in fig. 1, is roundel ES.

A tamgha was a sign that could function as personal arms. See G. Leiser, ‘Tamgh
̲ ̲ a’, in Encyclopaedia of Islam,
Second Edition, ed. P. Bearman et al. (Brill Online, 2012). On the matter of tamghas in the Mamluk sultanate, see
also the doubts voiced by Estelle Whelan, ‘Representations of the Khāṣṣakīyah and the Origins of Mamluk
Emblems’, in Content and Context of Visual Arts in the Islamic World: Papers from a Colloquium in Memory of
Richard Ettinghausen, Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, 2-4 April 1980, ed. Priscilla P. Soucek (University
Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1988), 228–29.
202
Rice, ‘Blazons’, 373–75; Rice, Le Baptistere, 26. Rice tentatively suggested that the rampant lions may have been
the blazon of Baybars II al-Jāshnakīr (r. 708-9/1309-10) (26).
203
D.S. Rice, ‘The Seasons and Labors of the Months in Islamic Art’, Ars Orientalis 1 (1954): 25–26.
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On the inner rim of the vessel, there are another four oblong panels. Two of these depict

mounted men involved in battle, the other two show hunting scenes. Between each pair is a

roundel, making for a total of four. Two of those now show the French coat of arms, superimposed

later, 204 while the other two display a seated, crowned figure, flanked by two men. The one on the
viewer’s left is carrying a pen-box (dawāt), 205 while the one on the right bears a sword – the pen

and sword being the symbols of government. The bottom of the basin is decorated with fish

ornamentation. 206 Both these elements, fish on the bottom and running animal friezes, are common
decorative elements in Mamluk metalwork. 207 The same goes for the general design of the object:

this same arrangement, with the two friezes, four panels and four roundels, all divided by vertical
loops, is found in various other basins, like the Mayer Basin and a basin made for al-Nāṣir

Muḥammad. 208 What the Baptistère does not contain, however, are the epigraphic bands typically

found on Mamluk metalwork, which usually identified the patron and/or intended recipient and
thereby also helped in dating the object. 209

The Vasselot Bowl is significantly smaller than the Baptistère (height: 10,3 cm; diameter:

17,2 cm), but its imagery is reminiscent of that on the basin. Three roundels contain a seated figure
holding a cup. Between the three roundels are panels with five figures each. One panel depicts five

men, sitting crosslegged and holding various attributes: from left to right they are an axe, a pen box,
a sword, a bow, and a food dish (fig. 5.2, left side). The second panel shows five men hunting geese

(fig. 5.2, right side). The third panel shows four musicians and a dancer. The inside, as with the

Baptistère, is decorated with fish. 210 Like the Baptistère, it has no identifying inscriptions.

The imagery on the Vasselot Bowl is not as detailed as that on the Baptistère, due to its

smaller size, although it is still impressive. The work on the larger basin, however, is of spectacular

detail. At least in part due to its outstanding quality, it has triggered many questions and much

This happened sometime after 1791, as Millin’s gravures show an empty field (Aubin-Louis Millin, Antiquités
Nationales ou Recueil de Monumens [...], vol. II (Paris: M. Drouhin, 1791), fig. 10, p. 62).
205
The term dawāt can denote both a box for writing tools – which it is in the case of the Baptistère – as well as an
ink-holder. See E. Baer, ‘Dawāt’, in Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, ed. P. Bearman et al. (Brill Online,
2012); Baer, Metalwork, 67.
206
For a discussion of the theme of fish and other animals on the inner bottom of Persian and Mamluk metalwork,
see Eva Baer, ‘“Fish-Pond” Ornaments on Persian and Mamluk Metal Vessels’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and
African Studies 31, no. 1 (1968): 14–27.
207
D.S. Rice, ‘Two Unusual Mamlūk Metal Works’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 20, no. 1
(n.d.): 489. For more information on animal friezes, see Baer, Metalwork, 175–87.
208
Bloom, ‘A Mamluk Basin’. Basin in British Museum, no. OA 1851.1-4.1: Barrett, Islamic Metalwork, fig. 28; Ward,
‘Brass, Gold and Silver’, fig. 4. See also Oleg Grabar, ‘Reflections on Mamluk Art’, Muqarnas 2 (1984): 2–3.
209
Rice, ‘Blazons’, 367; Blair and Bloom, Art and Architecture, 99.
210
See also Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 20–21.
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discussion over the past decades. As of yet, no external information on the basin has been

discovered – no mentions in chronicles, sultans’ biographies, or elsewhere. 211 Scholars have
therefore debated what the panels depict, when it was made, and for whom.

As mentioned above, while some earlier scholars suggested Mamluk patrons, others now

favour European patronage. The first to suggest this was Ward. For one, she says, the pointed shape
of the shields that are currently covered by French arms suggest to her a European shield rather
than a Mamluk one, as well as the blazon of the lion rampant, rather than passant, on the small
roundels. Accordingly, she identifies the blazon that Rice called a tamgha as a key, a common

heraldic symbol in the European tradition. Additionally, she argues that as the seated rulers on the
interior band are wearing crowns, they must be foreign, for the Mamluk sultans did not wear

crowns. She regards the figures on the Baptistère as based on Christian models: the hunter killing a

dragon reflects St George; the figures wearing hats are of Christian provenance. The Mongol-looking
figures, on the other hand, are based on images from Maqāmāt manuscripts. Finally, Ward points to

the inscriptions on the basin. Not only did Muḥammad ibn al-Zayn sign his work six times -

metalwork was usually signed only once, if at all 212 – he also identified the two penboxes and a
vessel by inscribing them as such. According to Ward the artist did this to replace the Mamluk

titular inscriptions that would normally be found on these objects by a mundane text, as the regular
inscriptions would be considered improper on an object for a foreign, non-Muslim patron. 213

Recently, Sophie Makariou agreed with Ward that the basin was created in Damascus for a foreign
recipient. She even suggests an intended patron: the Cypriot court of the Lusignan family. 214

However, if one takes the elements of the Baptistère on which this argument is based and

analyses them in the light of the broader Islamic and Mamluk art tradition, it becomes evident that

there is no need to look to Europe in order to explain them. Rather, they all have antecedents within
the Mamluk and/or Islamic tradition. Ward thus argues that the various inscriptions on the basin

are a replacement of Mamluk titular inscriptions, which would have been unsuitable for a European

Arab biographers rarely included artists, except for calligraphers, in their biographical dictionaries. Rice,
‘Blazons’, 367; Doris Behrens-Abouseif, ‘Mamluk Perceptions of Foreign Arts’, in Behrens-Abouseif, The Arts of the
Mamluks, 302.
212
Many of those writing on the Baptistère have pointed to this unusually high number of signatures. See for
instance Makariou, Le Baptistère, 7–8. For a short discussion of signatures on metalwork, see for instance L.A.
Mayer, Islamic Metalworkers and Their Works (Geneva: Albert Kundig, 1959), 11–13; Eva Baer, Metalwork in
Medieval Islamic Art (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1983), 217–18.
213
Ward, ‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis”’.
214
Makariou, Le Baptistère, 15–18.
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recipient. 215 The penboxes read dawāh and dawah (sic), while the vessel reads ‘Ana makhfiya li-

ḥaml al-ṭaʿām’ (I am a vessel to carry food) (fig. 5.6). 216 Rice has stated that this type of explanatory
inscriptions is not unusual on metalwork from the seventh/thirteenth century, 217 but according to
L.A. Mayer, this was reserved for objects that were not easily recognisable. 218
These inscriptions, especially the makhfiya one,

can also be seen in a different light. Various examples

exist of Islamic metalwork with inscriptions that ‘talk’
to the the viewer in the first person. 219 To name but a

few examples: a North Mesopotamian incense burner

dated 641 AH (1243-4 CE) states ‘Within me is hell fire:
without float the sweetest odours’; 220 a Jazīra

candlestick dated to 717 AH (1317-8) states ‘I preserve
the fire and its constant glow. Dress me in yellow

garments. I am never present in an assembly without
giving the night the appearance of day’; 221 and the

inscription on a small brass Mamluk bowl starts with ‘I

give the thirsty to drink’. 222 As such, it is possible to see

the penbox and vessel inscriptions as further instances
of the extraordinary detail on the Baptistère, in which
Ibn al-Zayn reflects wider traditions in metalwork,
rather than as substitutes for royal inscriptions.

Similarly, the signatures of Ibn al-Zayn on the cups and

Figure 5.6. Man holding vessel reading 'Ana
makhfiya li-ḥaml al-ṭaʿām' (detail). Photo: author.

Ward, ‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis”’, 118–19. This decorative element has caught the eye of other scholars as
well, among whom Oleg Grabar. The statement on the vessel confused Grabar, who suggested that the inscriptions
on the penboxes and vessel ‘probably commemorate some concrete event that escapes us’ (‘Reflections on
Mamluk Art’, 6). Another interpretation was put forward by Allan (‘Muhammad Ibn Al-Zain’), who has suggested
that Muḥammad ibn al-Zayn signed the cups and thrones on the Baptistère to indicate that he produced those as
well.
216
The word makhfiya usually denotes a container with a lid (Rice, Le Baptistere, 21).
217
Rice, 21.
218
Mayer, ‘Review’, 615.
219
Baer, Metalwork, 214–17.
220
Barrett, Islamic Metalwork, xiii, Pl. 15(c). See also Ward, Islamic Metalwork, 83 fig. 61.
221
Ballian, ‘Three Medieval Islamic Brasses’, 130–31.
222
‘Ich tränke die Durstigen und gar oft habe ich aufgenommen Seltenheiten von Düften und Palmblüten’ as
quoted in von Gladiß, Glanz und Substanz, 108, 111. A lengthy, late Mamluk example can be found on another
bowl, the vernacular poetry on which starts with ‘I am a bowl which looks like the full moon’. See Doris BehrensAbouseif, ‘Veneto-Saracenic Metalware, a Mamluk Art’, Mamlūk Studies Review 9, no. 2 (2005): 159–60.
215
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thrones should not be regarded as banal calligraphy
either. Rather, his multiple signatures are likely an
expression of his – entirely justified – pride in this
masterpiece. 223

Studying the wider Islamic metalwork

tradition also counters some of the other

suggestions made by Ward and other scholars.
Ward argues that the enthroned rulers in the

roundels are foreign, as they are wearing crowns
and Mamluk sultans did not wear those. 224 While

there are indeed examples of Mamluk metalwork

made for European patrons that include depictions
of rulers wearing crowns, 225 this need not be the

case here. As Rice has pointed out, the motif of a

ruler seated on his throne, flanked by two servants,

Figure 5.7. Motif of the seated ruler on the lion throne,
flanked by two servants. Detail from a
seventh/thirteenth-century Jazīra candlestick. Photo:
Metropolitan Museum of Art (see note 226).

is very common on all sorts of Islamic artwork. The

motif appears on metalwork from all over the Middle East in this period: on metalwork from the

Jazīra area (fig. 5.7), 226 on Iranian pieces, 227 but also on the stylistically very different Anatolian

This is also how Atıl (Art of the Mamluks, 78) interprets the signatures, and Blair and Bloom (Art and
Architecture, 99) also describe Ibn al-Zayn as ‘justly proud of his work’ as explanation for signing it in six different
places, probably following Rice (Le Baptistere, 12). See also Bloom, ‘A Mamluk Basin’, 16. While decidedly rare,
multiple signatures on metalwork is not unheard of: the craftsman Zayn al-ʿĀbdīn al-Zaradkāsh signed the window
grille he made for sultan Qaytbay (r. 872-901/1468-96) no fewer than sixteen times (Luitgard Mols, ‘Mamluk
Metalwork Fittings in Their Artistic and Architectural Context’ [Leiden University, 2006], 287–88).
224
Ward, ‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis”’, 117.
225
Mols, ‘Arabic Titles’, 204. See also the depiction of Roger II of Sicily in this style on the muqarnas ceiling in the
Cappella Palatina in Palermo.
226
See for instance a ewer by Aḥmad al-Dhakī al-Mawṣilī, dated to 620/1223 (Baer, Metalwork, 220 fig. 182);
Candlestick dated to 622/1225 (fig. 5.7) (Baer, 32 fig. 22; Candlestick with Enthronement Scene, second quarter
seventh/thirteenth century, 91.1.563, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/444563); Basin and ewer by ʿAlī ibn ʿAbdallah al-ʿAlawī alNaqqash al-Mawṣilī (Becken [Gefäß], 1275 1251, 1275 1251, Ident.Nr. I. 6581, Museum für Islamische Kunst der
Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, http://www.smbdigital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=1525418&viewType=detailView;
Kanne [Gefäß], 1275 1251, 1275 1251, Ident.Nr. I. 6580, Museum für Islamische Kunst der Staatlichen Museen zu
Berlin, http://www.smbdigital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=1525417&viewType=detailView;
von Gladiß, Glanz und Substanz, 91–92).
227
E.g. an Iranian candlestick, late seventh/thirteenth to early eighth/fourteenth century (L’Islam Dans Les
Collections Nationales [Paris: Editions des musées nationaux, 1977], fig. 154); Inlaid brass bowl, late
eighth/fourteenth century (Barrett, Islamic Metalwork, fig. 36; Ward, Islamic Metalwork, 99 fig. 77). A late
223
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material of the mid-seventh/thirteenth century. 228 The rulers depicted on this metalwork wear

different types of headwear – while the composition is a constant, the details vary – but some of
them wear a head covering very similar to the ‘crown’ on the Baptistère. 229 Moreover, on the

Vasselot Bowl, seated rulers are also depicted, one of whom is also wearing a crown. 230 The others

wear other head coverings, including turbans. When comparing the crowned ruler’s dress to that of
the other seated figures (both the other rulers and members of the court), little difference is found,
so there is no reason to think the men on the

Vasselot Bowl or the Baptistère are of any but
Mamluk provenance. The crown alone is thus

insufficiently indicative of a European patron.

Additionally, Ibn al-Zayn shows a great mastery

of depicting varied ethnic facial characteristics –
as I will discuss in detail below – yet the

enthroned rulers on the Baptistère look anything
but European. Quite the contrary, only one of the

two rulers depicted retains the inlay, but this face
is closer to that of the Mongol men in the panels

as discussed below (see fig. 5.8). If this ruler was

indeed meant to represent a Latin king, Ibn alZayn would likely have differentiated him

Figure 5.8. Seated ruler on the lion throne, flanked by two
servants. Detail of the Baptistère, roundel INE. Photo:
author.

physiognomically as well, rather than by
headdress alone.

Another recurring theme in metalwork from this period – in Egypt and Syria, in

Mesopotamia, and in Persia – is the roundel with a rider, who is usually hunting. 231 It frequently
seventh/thirteenth-century brass tray is also identified by Ward as being from West-Iran (Islamic Metalwork, 87
fig. 66), although Barrett sees it as Syrian (Islamic Metalwork, xv, fig. 23).
228
von Gladiß, Glanz und Substanz, fig. 59.
229
See for example a brass tray, from West-Iran/Syria, late seventh/thirteenth century (Barrett, Islamic Metalwork,
fig. 23; Ward, Islamic Metalwork, 87 fig. 66).
230
Four such scenes also appear in the external roundels on the abandoned basin in the L.A. Mayer Memorial
Institute, closely related to the Baptistère. One of these depicts the ruler holding a cup, with a servant bearing a
pen box to his right side and one holding a sword to his left, as also seen on the Baptistère itself. Bloom, ‘A
Mamluk Basin’, 15 (fig. on p. 24). On one of the other three roundels, the servants are also holding a pen box and
sword, but the ruler has raised his hand to his chest (fig. on p. 26).
231
Rice, ‘The Seasons and the Labors’, 28–30. One of the hunters depicted here is brandishing a polo stick (fig. 19).
For examples see also Amal A. El Emary, ‘Studies in Some Islamic Objects Newly Discovered at Qūṣ’, Annales
Islamologiques 7 (1967): 122–27; Inkwell, Iran, seventh/thirteenth century (Tintenfass [Schreibzeug], Ident.Nr.
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occurs on pieces that also have the seated ruler. 232 Hunting in general was a popular theme on

medieval Islamic metalwork: it is not only found in roundels, but frequently the main topic of the
figurative decoration. 233 Makariou states that the four horseriders on the Baptistère are found in

the roundels normally reserved for radiating inscriptions. 234 While roundels on this type of basin

indeed often hold radiating inscriptions, they frequently do not, as in fig. 5.9, which shows a basin

made for al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, the roundels on which are filled with horsemen. 235 Numerous other,
similar examples exist. 236 As with the motif of the seated ruler, Ibn al-Zayn is firmly embedded in
the wider regional metalwork

tradition with his use of roundels
with horsemen.

Ibn al-Zayn’s basin is

clearly part of an extensive

metalwork tradition, as Rice has
also pointed out, adding that he

gave ‘them a new life and a very
personal expressive force’. 237
These elements are thus not

Figure 5.9. A gold and silver-inlaid brass basin made for al-Nāṣir Muḥammad.
Photo: Christies (see note 235).

indicative of a European patron.

Ward also points to the lack of

1890,431, Museum für Islamische Kunst der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, http://www.smbdigital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=1525421&viewType=detailView;
von Gladiß, Glanz und Substanz, 85–86). A Jazīran example is the seventh/thirteenth-century Candlestick with
Enthronement Scene. A Mamluk example is the early eighth/fourteenth-century Candlestick, 91.1.524,
Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/444526.
232
Two Jazīra examples from the third quarter of the seventh/thirteenth century are ʿAlī ibn ʿAbdallah al-ʿAlawī alNaqqash al-Mawṣilī’s basin and ewer (Becken [Gefäß]; Kanne [Gefäß]; von Gladiß, Glanz und Substanz, 91–92);
Brass tray, West-Iran/Syria, late seventh/thirteenth century (Ward, Islamic Metalwork, 87 fig. 66).
233
Baer, Metalwork, 218–35.
234
Makariou, Le Baptistère, 12.
235
A Gold and Silver-Inlaid Brass Basin Made for the Mamluk Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun, First half of
the eighth/fourteenth century, Sale 12241, Christie’s,
http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/lot_details.aspx?intObjectID=6024811.
236
See for instance the candlestick from note 231 (MMA 91.1.524), or MMA 91.1.605, a tray from the Mamluk
sultanate made for the ruler of Yemen, al-Muʾayyad Dāwūd ibn Yūsuf (r. 696-721/1296-1322). See also BehrensAbouseif (‘The Baptistère’, 4–5), who argues that the roundels depict various elements of the furūsiyya tradition, in
this case archery, polo, and hunting (although it must be noted here that the archer is also hunting). For a short
overview on the furūsiyya tradition in general and furūsiyya in the Mamluk sultanate in particular, see G. Douillet
and D. Ayalon, ‘Furūsiyya’, in Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, ed. P. Bearman et al. (Brill Online, 2012),
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0226.
237
Rice, Le Baptistere, 6–7.
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calligraphy on the basin and the heraldry. While the lack of calligraphic inscriptions referring to the
sultan or another patron is indeed atypical for the Mamluk period, by itself it does not convincingly
prove that the basin was made for a foreign patron, or that it cannot have been made for a Mamluk

one. While inscriptions were definitely an important element in Mamluk metalwork, especially in
thulūth style, 238 figurative decorations were also part of the tradition. Examples entirely without

text survive, such as a late seventh/thirteenth-century

base of a candlestand, decorated with a floral scroll and
ducks. 239 Figurative art was frequently used not only in
metalwork and manuscript miniatures, but also in

murals and textiles, for instance, including in public

spaces. 240 In the eighth/fourteenth century, during the

third reign of al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, the emphasis

shifted away from traditional decorations, among

which were figurative scenes, fine inscriptions, and

geometric designs, turning instead to calligraphy and
other decorations. 241 Later objects are thus

considerably less likely to have figurative depictions, 242
but this style of decoration was still very popular in the
early Mamluk period. 243

More complicated is the matter of the heraldry.

As Ward has pointed out, while theoretically blazons

Figure 5.10. Emblem of the amir Tuquztamur. Detail
from a ewer, Museum for Islamic Art, Cairo. Photo:
Farah de Haan (see note 246).

could be depicted on any shape, 244 Mamluk blazons were overwhelmingly used on round shields.
The pointed shape of the shields currently covered by French arms therefore suggest to her a

European shield rather than a Mamluk one, as does the blazon of the lion rampant. 245 Both are

indeed atypical for the Mamluk period, but this too, is not a decisive argument for a European

Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 50–51; Baer, Metalwork, 190–91, 297.
Base of Candlestand, late seventh/thirteenth century (M12, New York, Madina Collection; Atıl, Art of the
Mamluks, 67).
240
Rabbat, ‘In Search of a Triumphant Image’, 23.
241
Rabbat, 29–30; von Gladiß, Glanz und Substanz, 104; Ward, ‘Brass, Gold and Silver’, 59–62, 67. Figural scenes
are found on only two out of the 46 objects dedicated to al-Nāṣir Muḥammad that were described by Ward, both
of which she dates to an early period in his reign (59).
242
Grabar, ‘Reflections on Mamluk Art’, 7.
243
Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 51.
244
See also Rice, ‘Blazons’, 376.
245
Ward, ‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis”’, 115–16.
238
239
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recipient. As Mayer has also pointed out, the kite-shaped ‘Norman’ shield may not have been

common, but definitely existed and is found in a number of arms granted just before the turn of the

century, for example to the amirs Tuquztamur (fig. 5.10) or and Qara Sunqur. 246 The lion rampant is

even rarer, although this too might be not entirely absent in the Mamluk period. 247 This matter has

not yet been cleared up, and the same goes for the second conundrum of the lion- and tamgha
emblems that have been covered by another emblem, a fleur-de-lys – according to Makariou

following a confiscation. 248 Some aspects of the Baptistère’s decoration are thus atypical for the
Mamluk period and cannot, at this point, be definitively explained. Altogether, however, the

evidence for a Mamluk patron is stronger than that for a European one, and the imagery on the

basin – as well as on the Vasselot Bowl – and the emanating messages should therefore be analysed
in a Mamluk context.

Imagery and messages

Like the matter of patronage, the question what the images on the Baptistère depict, and who the

men in them are, has led to extensive scholarly debate – a debate closely connected to the issues of
patronage, dating and purpose. Rice argued that there are two groups depicted: armed Mamluk
amirs with a ‘Tatar’ physique, and indigenous servants. 249 Regarding the inner panels, Rice saw

Mamluk amirs during the hunt, but he was particularly interested in the battle scenes. He suggested
that the enemy in these scenes may be the Ilkhanid Mongols and consequently dated it to 1290-

1310. 250 Behrens-Abouseif pointed out that the attributes the unarmed men are carrying – such as a
L.A. Mayer, Mamluk Costume (Geneva: Albert Kundig, 1952), 48. He also states that top is always rounded,
never straight or concave, but fig. 5.10 shows that the latter form also existed. The ewer, basin, and vase made for
Tuquztamur in the Cairo Museum for Islamic Art have the inventory numbers 15125, 15038, and 15089. See also
Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 92–93.
247
The collection of the Museum for Islamic Art in Cairo contains a lamp with a lion rampant depicted on top of the
‘napkin’, the emblem for a jamadār. The calligraphy on the lamp reads ‘mimmā ʿumila bi-rasm al-janāb al-ʿālī almawlawī al-amīrī al-kabīrī raʾs nawba al-jamadārī al-ẓāhirī’ al-shamsī Shams al-Dīn Altunbughā: ‘From among
what was made by order of His Honour, the lord, the great amir, the raʾs nawba, al-jamadārī al-Ẓāhirī al-Shamsī
Shams al-Dīn Altunbughā. I thank Howayda Al-Harithy for her help with the calligraphy. Mohamed Mostafa
(‘Neuerwerbungen des Museums für Islamische Kunst in Kairo’, in Aus der Welt der islamischen Kunst. Festschrift
für Ernst Kühnel zum 75. Geburtstag am 26.10.1957, ed. Richard Ettinghausen [Berlin: Verlag Gebr. Mann, 1959],
92) has identified this amir as one of those involved in the murder of al-Ashraf Khalīl, who was then executed by alNāṣir Muḥammad in the same year, 693/1293. See Ibn al-Furāt, Tārīkh, 8:187–88; al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām,
XV:688. The lamp must therefore have been made by then at the latest. However, Estelle Whelan
(‘Representations’, 229, 241 n. 97) has expressed doubt that this lamp was actually made in the Mamluk period.
248
Makariou, Le Baptistère, 10, 16–17.
249
Rice, Le Baptistere, 12–13.
250
Rice, 25. This dating was also based on his theory that the basin was created for the abovementioned amir
Sallar, whom he identified on the basin. He stated that he based this on his clothes, physique, and the description
246
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cup and pitcher, a bird of prey, a food vessel – identify them as Mamluk amirs performing high-

ranking functions as cup-bearer, master of the hunt, and taster, respectively. This is an important
point, as such functions were never bestowed on indigenous servants. 251 Regarding the

physiognomical differences between the men depicted, she argues that the artist is depicting the

various ethnic groups that were present among the early Mamluk court, designating the portrayed

men as ‘Mongol’ and ‘non-Mongol’. 252 Nasser Rabbat similarly saw two distinct ethnic groups and
speaks of Turks and Mongols. 253

Rogers was the first scholar to posit a threefold ethnic division. 254 He differentiates between

‘Mongols, Turks and “Franks”; ‘these last are the hatted or helmeted figures on the exterior with

long hair and conspicuously stubbled chins’. 255 Atıl has made a similar comment with regard to the
Vasselot Bowl, referring also to the Baptistère, stating that:

The artist has attempted to differentiate facial features of the figures and to identify them
racially. Some are of Central Asian or Turkish origin, while others are more Mediterranean
or a blend of both types. He is obviously ‘portraying’ members of the ruling class as
accurately as his medium allows. 256

The Vasselot Bowl, possibly due to its smaller scale, has slightly less detailed faces than the

Baptistère, but on both it indeed appears that Ibn al-Zayn has depicted members of the Mamluk

elite of different ethnic origins.

Of the nineteen men on the Baptistère’s external panels (the twentieth figure is a little boy

whose face is too small to hold ethnic features), seventeen men have recognisable facial features. 257
The easiest to distinguish, those who have stood out to observers for more than a century, are the
figures with a Mongol physiognomy (fig. 5.11). Chapter 1 discussed how Ibn al-Nafīs described

Mongols as having ‘narrow eyes’ and ‘flat noses’, while northern people in general were described
of his fesse-blazon, and consequently dated it to 1290-1310 (Rice, ‘Blazons’, 377–78; Rice, Le Baptistere, 16–17)
See also Blair and Bloom, Art and Architecture, 99.
251
Behrens-Abouseif, ‘The Baptistère’, 3.
252
Behrens-Abouseif stresses that the term ‘Mongol’ as she uses it designates the figures with Central Asian facial
characteristics, but that these might also have been of Turkic descent (Behrens-Abouseif, 8 n. 7).
253
Rabbat, ‘In Search of a Triumphant Image’, 26. Ward (‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis”’, 113) simply speaks of
‘two distinct groups’ divided by ‘ethnic type and costume’, giving the panels ESE and ESW as examples for the two
groups.
254
Rogers (‘Court Workshops’, 253) himself states that this has ‘often been remarked’, but I have found no other
literature in which the three different ethnic groups depicted are recognised as such.
255
Rogers, 253.
256
Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 75.
257
In two cases, the inlay has fallen out.
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by various Muslim authors as having a broad face. And, according to Ibn Khaldūn, they tend to
‘hairlessness’. 258 Seven men on the external panels have a Mongol appearance, with a thin

moustache and small goatee, broad faces, slanted eyes, and, in four cases, beauty spots. They also

appear to have relatively small noses (although, unlike some of the others, none of the Mongol-

looking men are pictured en profil). A study of the depiction of the Mongols in comparison to other

ethnic groups in other medieval Islamic sources indicates a similar tradition. Although I have been
unable to find much material for comparison, what did turn up has proven noteworthy. The early

eighth/fourteenth-century miniatures accompanying Rashīd al-Dīn’s Jamīʾ al-Tavārīkh in the Diez
albums depict many Mongols with relatively little facial hair – usually just a thin moustache and a

small goatee, although there are exceptions – and with wide faces and narrow eyes. 259 That this was
not just a stylistic feature for the drawing of people is clear from Diez A fol. 70, S. 4 (fig. 5.14), which
depicts not only Mongol troops, but also three Arab inhabitants (the caliph?) fleeing Baghdad. Their

faces are narrower, with rounder eyes, and full beards. 260

Figure 5.11. Mongol men on the Baptistère (detail). Photo: author.

Their facial characteristics are thus reminiscent of those with the clearest ‘non-Mongol’ look

about them on the Baptistère: they have full beards, rounder eyes, relatively slim faces, and a

relatively large nose. However, since Arabs could never be Mamluk amirs, they must represent

another ethnic background. Given origins of Mamluks in the sultanate – Turkic, Mongol, and other

Similarly, in at least two cases of Mongol Mamluks, al-Ṣafadī mentions their sparse facial hair: Kitbugha (alṢafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XXIV:240; al-Ṣafadī, Aʿyān al-ʿaṣr, II:367) and Sallar (al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī bi-l-Wafayāt,
XVI:34; al-Ṣafadī, Aʿyān al-ʿaṣr, I:416).
259
Diez A fol. 70, S. 4, S. 9 no. 2, S. 20, fol. 71, S. 47, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin - Preußischer Kulturbesitz.
http://orient-digital.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/receive/SBBMSBook_islamhs_00003261. The Arabic manuscript in
Edinburgh unfortunately lacks the sections on the Mongols.
260
For more on the the illustrations of Rashīd al-Dīn’s Jamīʾ al-Tavārīkh in the Diez albums and elsewhere, see for
instance Mazhar Şerket İpşiroğlu, Saray-Alben : Diez’sche Klebebände aus den Berliner Sammlungen : Beschreibung
und stilkritische Anmerkungen (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1964), 15–32; Sheila Blair, ‘Illustrating History:
Rashid al-Din and His Compendium of Chronicles’, Iranian Studies 60, no. 6 (2017): 819–42.
258
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than that mostly Rūmīs and Circassians – a heritage in Anatolia or the Caucasus would be most

likely (fig. 5.12). For the remaining four men have facial characteristics that appear to occupy a

middle ground, as Atıl pointed out in regard to the Vasselot Bowl, between the Mongols and the

Caucasians/Anatolians: their beards are fuller than those of the Mongols but not as luscious as
those of the Caucasians/Anatolians, and their faces are wider than the latter. Given the ethnic

makeup of the Mamluk elite, in which men of Turkic origins played an important role, these men
likely represent the Turkic component (fig. 5.13).

Figure 5.12. Caucasian/Anatolian men on the Baptistère (detail). Photo: author.

Figure 5.13. Turkic men on the Baptistère (detail). Photo: author.

Like the men in the panels, those on the external roundels and on the inner rim represent

mamluks of different ethnic backgrounds. Two of the mounted men in the roundels have Turkic

facial characteristics, a third is clearly Mongol. 261 The ethnic origins of the men in the hunting and

battle scenes on the inner rim are somewhat harder to tell, as more inlay has fallen out and they are
somewhat smaller than those on the outer rim and consequently less detailed. In three out of

twelve cases, the inlay has fallen out. Another man is wearing a mail face cover obscuring his facial
The facial inlay of the fourth horseman has fallen out, but the width of the space left behind by the inlay
suggests that he, too, may have had Mongol facial characteristics.
261
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Figure 5.14. Diez A fol. 70, S. 4. Photo: Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin - Preußischer Kulturbesitz (see note 259).
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features. Of the remaining eight, one man is Caucasian/Anatolian, three are Mongol, two are Turkic,
and two are either Turkic or Mongolian (their facial characteristics could denote either).

One thing that should be noted, is that they mostly appear in mixed groups. There is a

certain clustering of men with Mongol faces and of those with Caucasian/Anatolian faces, but they
are in no way separated (see table 5.1). 262
Panel

Mongol

Turkic

Caucasian/Anatolian

Unknown

ENW

-

1

3

-

3

1

1

ENE
ESE

ESW

Total

4
-

7

-

2
4

Table 5.1. Ethnicities depicted on the Baptistère de Saint Louis

-

1

2

1

6

2

-

The men depicted are clearly carrying out highly-ranked court functions. The non-armed men are
holding attributes related to some of the most important positions at Mamluk court, such as cup-

bearer (sāqī), taster (jāshnakīr), and amīr shikār, who was in charge of birds of prey. The armed are
also portraying various functions, those related to weaponry – like the silāḥdār (sword-bearer),

jumaqdār (mace-bearer), bunduqdār (master archer), and the tabardār (axe-bearer) – but also the

jamadār (keeper of the wardrobe). 263 One could argue that the dawādār (secretary) is also
represented, next to the seated rulers.

The Vasselot Bowl shows similar imagery on the panel showing the seated men with

attributes. They represent, from left to right, the tabardār, the dawādār, the bunduqdār, the

silāḥdār, and the jāshnakīr. Their faces are less detailed than those on the Baptistère, and the

individual faces are therefore not as differentiated, but as Atıl pointed out, the different ethnic

backgrounds of the men are still represented. As Estelle Whelan has argued, the Vasselot Bowl

thereby fits in an existing tradition of what she describes as khāṣṣakiya imagery. 264 In the Middle

East, this elite group serving as the sultan’s bodyguard was depicted both with and without ruler on

Cf. Behrens-Abouseif (‘The Baptistère’, 3), who speaks of amirs with Mongol features carrying weapons in ESW
and ENE, and of ‘non-Mongol’ amirs on the other two panels (ENW and ESE). While none of the men with
attributes appear to be of Mongol descent, one of the armed groups is clearly mixed in term of ethnic origins.
263
Behrens-Abouseif, 3–6; Rogers, ‘Court Workshops’, 253–54; Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 77.
264
The term khāṣṣakiya only came in use in the Mamluk era, but a tradition of a body much like the khāṣṣakiya,
albeit without that name, can be traced back to earlier times than the Mamluk era, especially to the east of Egypt,
in Iran and Mesopotamia. Whelan, ‘Representations’, 219–21. See also Atıl, Art of the Mamluks, 20.
262
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a variety of mediums, Whelan described, including, from the seventh/thirteenth century onward,

silver-inlaid brass vessels. 265 As with the motif of the seated ruler and the roundels with horsemen,

Ibn al-Zayn is thus once again participating in a wider cultural tradition on both the Vasselot Bowl
and the Baptistère. For, although Whelan does not mention it, the Baptistère too is showing this
khāṣṣakiya imagery: high-ranking Mamluks bearing attributes of various courtly offices.

Both the bowl and the basin also show hunting scenes. On the Baptistère hunting takes

place on the inner rim, in the panels IS and IE, while battle scenes are depicted on IN and IW. As

mentioned above, hunting was a popular decorative theme, 266 and an important part of the courtly

and furūsiyya tradition. In hunting scene IS a Turkic-looking hunter stabs a feline with a lance, while

a Mongol one raises his sword against a bear. A third rider, whose facial inlay has been lost, is

holding a bird of prey. Hunting scene IE shows an archer of unknown ethnic origin, and two Turkish
or Mongolian (these two are hard to identify as either one or the other) hunters fighting lions. The

Vasselot Bowl’s hunting panel similarly shows a mixed group of hunters, this time four mamluks of
Turkish or Mongol background, and one with Caucasian/Anatolian origins. 267 With regard to the

battle scenes on the Baptistère, Rice has suggested that the enemy might be the Ilkhanid Mongols,
but this is by no means certain. 268 Richard Ettinghausen, in his review of Rice’s book, already

pointed out that, in any case, the enemy is not identifiable as Ilkhanid Mongols by their dress. 269

Unfortunately, the enemy shot through the throat by an arrow in IN has lost his facial inlay, while
the man shooting him is wearing a mail face cover, and it is not entirely clear to which party the

Mongol rider on the right belongs. Regrettably, they have all lost the inlay in their legs, which might
have held a blazon at one time, and by which we could have at least identified if they are a Mamluk

or an enemy soldier. In IW depicts a Caucasian/Anatolian rider, with a blazon on his boot aiming an

arrow at a warrior with Mongol facial characteristics, and another Mongol mamluk (he also has a

blazon on his boot, identifying him as a Mamluk soldier rather than an enemy) brandishing a sword.
With the present evidence, it is – sadly – impossible to say whether the Mamluks are depicted

fighting the Ilkhanid Mongols here. What can be concluded, however, is that these are Mamluk

soldiers, among whom are Mongol mamluks, involved in warfare – an important element of
Mamluk legitimacy.

Whelan, ‘Representations’, 219–24.
Baer, Metalwork, 218–35.
267
The musicians appear to consist of three men of Caucasian/Anatolian origin (one has lost his facial inlay but is
recognizable by the outlines of his long beard) and two of Mongol/Turkish background.
268
Rice, Le Baptistere, 25.
269
Richard Ettinghausen, ‘Review: Le Baptistère de St. Louis, by D.S. Rice’, Ars Orientalis. The Arts of Islam and the
East 1 (1954): 248–49.
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The Baptistère thus shows the Mamluk elite in its highest positions and in all its glory,

holding their weaponry, lavishly decorated metalwork and glass objects, and wearing rich attire.
Muḥammad ibn al-Zayn portrayed them with good characteristics of any high-ranking mamluk:

knowledgeable at arms, courageous in the hunt and battle, and loyal in service to their sultan. 270

These mamluks are depicted not only in incredible detail, but also explicitly as being of varied

ethnic descent. Mongols, Turks, and Caucasians/Anatolians are depicted as one group, filling the

highest courtly ranks together. The basin shows the strength and wealth of the Mamluk sultanate,
and in this sense has a legitimating purpose. And in this display of strength, the basin also brings
home the message that the Mamluks are of different ethnic descents, yet make up one, strong
group. A

comparable
message is

broadcast by the
Vasselot Bowl.

While it is more
representative
of the court

scene tradition
inherited from
the Ayyubid

period, given the
inclusion of

musicians and

dancers, which

Figure 5.15. Hunting scene on the Vasselot Bowl. Photo: author.

are absent on the Baptistère, 271 it depicts a similar admixture of Mamluk ethnic backgrounds with

the men depicted carrying out similar functions as well as the popular hunt (fig. 5.15).

While the imagery on these objects is clear, the question remains when the Baptistère was

made, and – related to that – who was its patron. Based on a number of characteristics, I tentatively
suggest a dating to the second or early third reign of al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, with him possibly being

See also Bloom, ‘A Mamluk Basin’, 18–20; Blair and Bloom, Art and Architecture, 99, the latter describing the
panels as 'showing the good Mamluk life'.
271
Behrens-Abouseif (‘The Baptistère’, 5–6), has pointed to the absence of musicians and dancers on the
Baptistère – traditional courtly scenes on metalwork – which she saw as an argument for her idea that the basin
does not simply show court scenes, but rather a tournament, organised by Baybars (whom she regarded as the
basin’s patron), who was not particularly fond of musicians, dancers, and other entertainers.
270
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the patron or recipient. Ward and Makariou, on account of the particular shape of the basin – with a

strong hull and flat lip – have argued that it cannot be earlier than the eighth/fourteenth century. 272
The development away from figurative decorations, and toward calligraphy, during al-Nāṣir

Muḥammad’s third reign would suggest an early eighth/fourteenth-century dating rather than a

later one. Another indication for this dating is the way the men on the Baptistère and the Vasselot

Bowl wear their hair: Ettinghausen called attention to the fact that the men on the Baptistère wear

their hair long, curled up in the neck. In 715/1315, however, al-Nāṣir Muḥammad cut his hair short
and the amirs followed his example. 273 The men on both objects wear their hair long, suggesting a

production date prior to that year for both pieces. Moreover, there are similarities between

especially the Baptistère and some of the other metalwork made for al-Nāṣir Muḥammad early in

his reign. This
includes the

basin made for

him (fig. 5.9) that

has horseriders
in the roundels,
but also a ewer

showing hunting
scenes and lone

seated rulers (fig.
5.16), the

outlines of which
look stylistically

Figure 5.16. Ewer made for al-Nāṣir Muḥammad with hunting scenes and seated rulers (detail of MMA
91.1.571. Photo: Metropolitan Museum of Art.

very similar to those on the Baptistère (virtually all inlay has, regrettably, been lost). These works
show al-Nāṣir Muḥammad’s interest in the topics and motifs depicted on these works and the

Ward, ‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis”’, 119–21; Makariou, Le Baptistère, 9–10.
Ettinghausen, ‘Review’, 247; Mayer, Mamluk Costume, 17–18; al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī bi-l-Wafayāt, XVI:255; alMaqrīzī, Kitāb al-Sulūk, II:506. Ward (‘The “Baptistère de Saint Louis”’, 115) has argued that there was no Mamluk
portraiture tradition, meaning that these depictions cannot be used as portraits to date the basin with by looking
at clothing and/or hair. Yet, while portraiture was indeed not a widespread genre as in the Latin West, portraiture
paintings did indeed exist according to written sources. Ibn al-Dawādārī (Kanz al-Durar, VIII:345) stated that in the
īwān al-ashrafī ‘all amirs were depicted, every amir with his emblem (rank) above his head’. The question of
whether the men depicted here where meant to be specific individuals cannot be answered at this point, but a
close study of descriptions of facial characteristics and emblems in biographical dictionaries and elsewhere might
yield interesting conclusions on this matter.
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Baptistère. Whether the sultan was indeed the patron or recipient of the basin or the bowl cannot
be determined at this point, but an early eighth/fourteenth-century dating appears likely.

On the one hand, the Baptistère de Saint Louis is unique in its quality and detail, but on the

other hand, both the basin and the Vasselot Bowl by the same maker stand in an older, widespread
tradition with depictions of hunting scenes, seated rulers, and khāṣṣakiyya imagery. Through these

images, they send a message, one for which no calligraphy was needed. They show the Mamluk

court, its highest positions in all its glory – with lavishly decorated metalwork and glass objects,
rich attire – and in all its detail – various ethnicities, personal facial characteristics, courtly

functions, and blazons are shown. The message was one of strength and wealth of the Mamluk

sultanate, legitimating the position of the sultan, and one of unity among the (former) mamluks and
amirs of different ethnic backgrounds. Mamluks of Mongol origin take their place among those of

Turkic and Caucasian/Anatolian descent and are all shown together in service to the sultan, in their
functions of cupbearer, master of the hunt, and so on.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have analysed the representation of Mongol Mamluks by looking at the Mongol

wāfidiyyas, the sultan al-Malik al-ʿĀdil Kitbugha, and the depiction of Mongol amirs in Mamluk art.

As was the case with the representations of the Mongols of the Ilkhanate and Golden Horde
respectively, political and social contexts determined the way in which Mongols within the

sultanate were portrayed. Although the tension between the Mamluk sultanate and the Ilkhanid
neighbour is visible in the nervousness that surrounded some of the wāfidiyya arrivals, the first

group of Mongol wāfidiyya received not only a warm welcome, but mostly positive press, being

shown as good Muslims and well-integrated into Mamluk society. The Oirats, and linked to them,

the sultan Kitbugha, were a different story. The combination of continued Oirat refusal to convert to

Islam and Kitbugha’s favouritism towards them, which included a blatant disregard for the

established mores of the sultanate, made both the Oirats and Kitbugha wildly unpopular. The Oirats

integrated at a slower pace than their predecessors, and continued to act as a group, attempting to
further their interests and thereby formed a threat to others and their concerns.

In both cases stock images were used for these groups of immigrating Mongols for political

purposes, albeit in very different ways. Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir portrays the Mongols in general as

ferocious fighters, yet these ones have submitted to Baybars, the sultan whom he aims to glorify. He
similarly grants Baybars a significant role in the conversion to Islam of at least part of the first

wāfidiyya groups: under his guidance, they now move from infidelity, typical for Mongols, into the
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light of Islam. Mongol stereotypes here function as vehicle for praise for the Mamluk sultan. In case
of the Oirats, it is the other way around. In light of political tensions in which they were involved,

stock images of the Mongols – as untrustworthy, infidels, barbaric, violent and courageous – make

an appearance. As in the case of the respective descriptions of the Ilkhanate and the Golden Horde,

political context and the authors’ purposes are key to the images of Mongols that appear in the text.
The respective descriptions of the earlier wāfidiyya groups and those of the Oirats also shows, like

in chapter 4, the key role that Islam could play in this discourse. The enduring refusal of the Oirats
to convert inevitably cast them in the role of Other, which was then gladly used in denouncing
them.

In this political context, Kitbugha’s jinsiyya towards the Oirats is strongly condemned,

incidentally showing again that ethnicity did play a role in the Mamluk sultanate, although the

extent to which it did is still a matter of debate. His sultanate was mired with factional struggles, in
which the Oirats also played a role, and he additionally had to contend with the major social

problems caused by a protracted famine. In this crisis situation, authors could find it expedient to

take recourse to his ethnic background, exemplified by Ibn Daniyāl’s complaint of being ‘cooked in

the Mongol lands’. But it is important to note that it was primarily the ethnic solidarity that drew

criticism, rather than his Oirat Mongol ethnicity itself.

It would appear that generally speaking, the Mamluks of Mongol descent were considered

to be part of the amirs, mamluks, or other troops like any other. Similarly, the marriages between
the Mamluk elite, including sultans, and daughters of wāfidī amirs suggest that the Mamluks

considered the wāfidiyya Mongols to be reliable supporters, 274 as do the high positions held by

ethnically Mongol amirs such as Sallar. The imagery on the Baptistère de Saint Louis and the

Vasselot Bowl confirm this overall image of the Mongol Mamluks being part and parcel of the
institution. And this makes sense: a significant minority of the Mamluk military and its elites

consisted of mamluks and others, like wāfidiyya and awlād al-nās, of (partially) Mongol provenance.
Estranging them by employing a divisive narrative would have had devastating consequences for

the sultanate as a whole. Stereotypes and stock images of Mongols were thus employed primarily
when that was politically or otherwise expedient, and not as a matter of course.
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